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Social outcast and Physics Genius Quinn Mallory (Jerry O’Connell)         

accidentally invents a way to travel between dimensions and equally accidentally           
takes his co-worker/kinda crush Wade Welles (Sabrina Lloyd), his teacher          
Professor Arturo (John Rhys-Davies), and also somehow a washed-up RnB          
singer Rembrandt Brown (Cleavant Derricks). Hijinks ensue. 

 
The story goes like this: Tracy Tormé, fresh off a stint writing for Star Trek: The Next                 

Generation, read an article about the American Revolution. Specifically, how at one point             
George Washington was almost killed. “I wondered, ‘What might have happened had the bullet              
hit him just a few inches from where it did?’ There would have been no United States, and I                   
would never have been born.” How easy it would have been for things to be different. 

Meanwhile, Robert K. Weiss was thinking how cool a show about parallel universes             
would be. He was thinking about The Twilight Zone, he was thinking about Time Tunnel (but                
“sideways”). He was probably thinking about Spock with a Beard. He was thinking about how it’s                
a concept that hadn’t actually been done to death, wrung out to dry, thrown in the television                 
graveyard. (Unless you talk to George R.R. Martin, who just had Doorways air its dreary,               
not-picked-up pilot.) So Tracy and Robert got to talking. They were thinking about developing a               
show together, and in the course of what one imagines was like, two seconds, they both agreed                 
that the multiverse was the way to go. 

So where does that bring us? It brings us to March 22nd, 1995, watching FOX and                
eating Doritos and drinking some Ecto-Cooler. We’re wearing cut-off Guess jeans and wearing             
a Garfield tank-top. Valeri Polyakov came back from outer space with a merit badge for               
“long-ass time in space.” It’s the 90s, baby.  

But when this new show comes on the air, it tells us we’ve shifted back in time. It’s 1994,                   
and it’s September, and we’re “in a San Francisco basement.” Someone rewinds a tape. On a                
television screen, an excited young man extols the virtues of a “big, weird thing.” He tells us that                  
we should have seen it, that it came out of nowhere, that it made some sort of a whooshing                   
sound. Then a woman’s voice shouts “Quinn!” This “Quinn” looks at us viewers through the               
television, flashlight beneath his face, and sheepishly tells us he just knocked out the power. 

All in all, it’s not a bad way to start a series. We have a mystery— what on Earth is this                     
“big weird thing?” We have a character we should instantly like— he looks genuinely excited               
about this big, weird thing. Which is important, because it shows us that this young everyman                
here is really impressed with something. There’s wonder to be had, and that flip of the flashlight                 
into darkness is our invitation to find out what it is. It’s a finger waving “come on!” It’s an open                    
door. 

So who is Quinn, anyways? The show chooses a prop department wet dream to force               
feed us some information about who this dude is: it pans across a cluttered bedroom while the                 
main credits roll. As we make a mental list of everyone on this show (and the extreme curves of                   



the show’s font, without a doubt the most defining part of the show), let us list the things we pan                    
across in Quinn’s room: 

 
•”You Are Here” cosmos poster. 
•Basketball hoop with dunked sweatshirt. 
•Sharks hockey jacket with hockey stick wrapped around sleeve 
•A telescope with a bumper sticker that says “I Brake for Asteroids” 
•In the background, we see a shelf lined with trophies—whether for science or sports, it               
is unclear. 
•Quinn’s desk, with Globe, tiny wood-stick sculptures, ancient, huge laptop, mass clutter. 
•Surfboard 
•In front of a poster which appears to be a Magic Eye of the Cosmos, a dresser that has                   
a baseball glove and dinosaur toys on it. 
•A 49ers hat on what I guess is an exercise machine? Also, the floor is dirty and has                  
clothes everywhere. 
•A cat. 
•A passed out lout light-reading Michio Kaku’s Hyperspace. 
 
So who is Quinn? Apparently Quinn is an amalgam of everything a young man could               

possible be into. He loves S P O R T S, like so much. But then he also loves the C O S M O S.                          
He surfs and plays basketball and baseball and works out! But then he wears glasses and has a                  
telescope and reads some book called HYPERSPACE (just kidding, “Hyperspace: A Scientific            
Odyssey Through Parallel Universes, Time Warps, and the 10th Dimension” is not really just              
some book, it is one of those books at the peak of “pop science”). Taken as a list of these                    
things, Quinn is an attempt to appeal to literally every 18-34 demographic male ever. But if                
we’re going by the glasses (and the Hyperspace), the nerd sect of that demographic is just                
barely winning. He’s also pretty cute.  

Yet a man is not made by his things. Quinn is also a 20-something grad student who                 
lives with his Mother. Quinn and his Mom’s relationship is strange, but it’s sort of endearing.                
Endearing in the way that any middle-aged widow who starts talking to her dead husband is                
endearing, and endearing how her son clearly thinks this is absolutely no big deal. It is                
especially endearing how much this is plainly one of the most casually acted exposition dumps               
ever acted out— Quinn’s Dad died after being hit by a car on his way to work, we learn. Quinn’s                    
Mom says that his Father had “too much on his mind.” To which Quinn says: “better than too                  
little.”  

After some more witty sitcom banter, Quinn dips down to the basement and rewatches              
his old video diaries, to clue us all in on his “big, weird thing,” and we get the final slap in the                      
face to the five thousand different Sports Team Posters Quinn had in his room. It’s his love of                  
intellectual engagement that wins out here— Quinn is trying to invent the world’s first              
Anti-Gravity device! This endeavor is going excitingly poorly. There is no anti-gravity hijinx in              
Quinn’s video diary. Instead, there is something else entirely: a huge vortex ripping through the               
center of his basement. Hmm, that’s not Quinn’s “big, weird thing,” is it? It is, but Quinn doesn’t                  



know exactly what it is. He’s pretty sure it’s a gateway, but to where? And why? How? Too                  
many questions, and not enough time. He’s got to keep this story moving! 

The most interesting thing about Sliders’ pilot is how slowly it moves the pieces together.               
It isn’t boring— every scene in Part One is communicating some bit of information, whether it’s                
laying out copious amounts of guns on the mantelpiece to go off in Part Two, or just telling us                   
more information about Quinn. But there’s also an awful lot of time spent on weird side jokes:                 
the radio DJ Quinn listens to in the morning (a parody of shock DJs that sounds like it was                   
written by someone who had shock DJs explained to them once), or the dumb advertisement for                
Ross J. Kelley, attorney at law (a parody of hack lawyers on local television that’s actually pretty                 
spot on). Taken on a first time watch, it’s easy to get confused as to what the point of it all is.                      
Why haven’t we jumped into the vortex yet? Isn’t this a science fiction show?! 

This is the critical misunderstanding about Sliders: it’s not really a science fiction show.              
Oh, sure, the premise is. It has all the trappings of a sci-fi show. But it’s heart is in a weird form                      
of comedy. Think again of what things it focuses on: slight parodies of recognizable things:               
dumb jock DJs, cheap attorneys, Quinn’s weird relationship with his Mom. Understanding            
Sliders’ brand of comedy is not unlike trying to watch a Carrot Top bit from 1992: half the jokes                   
just aren’t really meant for our present day. LIke Carrot Top, Sliders is made in the era of                  
Lorena Bobbitt and OJ Simpson— absolutely bizarre cases and stories that flooded the public              
consciousness. But the way Sliders spends time on ancillary things has a purpose: it wants to                
feel familiar. It wants you to understand that Quinn is a weirdo not only in his world, but in ours.                    
Even his relationship with his mother, weird as it is, is based in a relatable familiarity— this is a                   
sitcom family. Imagine their interaction with a laugh track. It would fit perfectly. The initial tension                
in Sliders is Quinn’s mysterious science experiment against a generic sitcom setup. 

Nevertheless, Quinn is our gateway into the world of Sliders. It’s through him that we               
meet most of the main cast, starting with Maximilian P. Arturo, professor of cosmology and               
ontology, played by future Lord of the Rings star, past Indiana Jones star, and present               
Islamophobe John Rhys-Davies. He is having a bad day! He’s teaching a class full of no good                 
students who can’t handle all the heady shit he’s loading on them. We get some broad strokes                 
character painting here— the Professor is proud of his intellect, which he believes is peerless.               
He thinks he is above his position— that teaching these no-good louts is beneath him. We’re                
supposed to believe that he’s teaching the most advanced concepts that theoretical physics has              
to offer. Surely this group of students is a group of the most serious individuals on the face of                   
academia. Instead, we’ve got some 90s magazine cover models, Quinn, and a man who is too                
stoned to be allowed on National Television— Conrad Bennish, Jr., said stoner, does not know               
the answer to Arturo’s question, but I have a feeling someone else does! 

Quinn knows exactly what the Professor is talking about. He’s miles ahead of the game,               
but for some reason he doesn’t want to let Arturo know. Quinn’s private show of know-it-all at                 
first looks like he’s being an asshole, but really he’s doing it out of a strange respect for Arturo.                   
Quinn could easily be a teacher’s pet, answering every question correctly, sucking up,             
brown-nosing. But he respects Arturo too much— he knows that he deserves better than that.               
Just take the following scene where Quinn tells his classmates how amazing Arturo’s theories              
and papers are— it’s one of utmost respect! The conflict in Quinn is that as much as he’s love to                    



be an equal to Arturo, he also knows he’s better: smarter, younger, hungrier. Quinn knows this,                
and it embarrasses him. “Better than too little,” right? 

But before we get too heavy, we have to see the see the last nail in the coffin of Quinn                    
as a jock—Quinn works at Doppler Computer Superstore. Of course he does! Of course his               
boss is a total dweeb! But what is maybe not so obvious is who Quinn works, and also appears                   
to be good friends, with— the apogee of 90s cuteness, Wade Welles, everybody. With this               
brash bundle of mullet and high-waisted khakis, we’re 3/4ths of the way through assembling our               
team! 

Quinn and Wade’s relationship is important, and is another example of an extremely             
sitcom-y dynamic butting up on our supposed Sci-Fi show. Wade is quite besotted with Quinn.               
But it’s also very un-sexual— it’s geek love. It’s like a middle school crush! It’s strange and                 
innocent, and it’s very adorable. She’s trying to get tickets for a hockey game to take Quinn!                 
She feels embarrassed that she mentions an ex-boyfriend around him! She is trying so hard to                
go out with Quinn! More importantly, though, Quinn doesn’t notice it a single bit. He goes right to                  
his work station and calculates equations (??? okay nerd). C’mon, Quinn. The cutest girl in the                
MULTIVERSE is throwing herself at you!  

Let’s keep in mind, though, that while Wade is throwing herself at Quinn, we are never                
too embarrassed for her. We might be embarrassed for Quinn, but it’s clear that this back and                 
forth of Wade trying and Quinn not getting it has gone on for a little while. It’s refreshing                  
nonetheless, though, to look at this relationship and compare it to the other relationships of the                
90s. Most of the time, there’s a “will they or won’t they” vibe, but it’s played that way very                   
intensely— here is isn’t; Jerry O’Connell and Sabrina Lloyd play this far differently than              
contemporary shows. Sure, it’s obvious Wade has a crush on Quinn, but she doesn’t play it as if                  
it’s the only thing there is to know about her. We learn she’s tough, too, since she stands up to                    
their dumb boss Hurley who says the non-iconic line “if it wasn’t for my mistakes, you’d be out of                   
a job!” This introduction to Wade is brief, but it sketches out a world of tiny character bits to                   
come back to. 

Alas, we must leave Wade and the fun-filled world of Doppler Electronics and return to               
the dark magicks of the “big, weird thing.” Quinn’s actually gotten a lot further along with his                 
“big, weird thing” research than we’d thought! He’s now decided for certain that it’s a gateway to                 
some other …something, and he’s been throwing random objects into the vortex (normal stuff,              
like a basketball and a T-Rex). But even though he’s turned a cellphone (a cellphone that is so                  
big, by the way. I am afraid to imagine how big it would have been if this show was made in the                      
80s) into a Timer that will make objects come back out of the Vortex (and let’s be frank, here: I                    
am somehow perfectly willing to accept that he would accidentally create a hole in the fabric of                 
time and space, but somehow I find it completely ridiculous that he would be able to invent a                  
device —out of a cell phone, no less!— that controls how long you stay on the other side),                  
Quinn is not satisfied with his tests. He also can’t figure out the final part of a chalkboard-sized                  
equation that he’s been working on for months. He needs more! 

So the next day, Quinn records a heartfelt message of love and potential future regret to                
his Mother (Best Son Ever Merit Badge), but he can’t resist. He’s going in, baby! He’s going to                  
throw himself to the whims of the Big Weird Thing! He’s setting his dope ass cell phone for                  
fifteen minutes and taking the big plunge! And thus, after an over-long CG journey through a                



wormhole (hey, if it was 1995, I’d be proud of that effect! It’s the centerpiece of the show, you                   
gotta show it off! It probably cost a million dollars!) Quinn lands on the other side… and back in                   
his basement. Thinking his experiment a grand failure, Quinn is totally bummed out and goes               
out for a drive.  

Things immediately get weird on this drive. First off, that Howard Stern-lite guy on the               
radio is talking about all sorts of nonsense! Global cooling! JFK lives! Vinyl wins the format war                 
(the way he talks about CDs rolling off the belt is pretty funny though)! Americans wanting jobs                 
in Mexico! It’s bananas! Not only that, but for some reason, everyone is honking at Quinn when                 
he’s stopped at red lights! They drive on the red ones! They stop on the greens! What the hell is                    
with that? More importantly, why is Elvis Still Alive and why does Quinn think a billboard                
advertising that is the most insane thing in the world?! Quinn drives home, because he’s totally                
freaked out, and is greeted by the sight of his Totally Pregnant Mom, who got knocked up by the                   
Gardener, Jake. Go, Jake! Just kidding, that’s gross. But before Quinn can beat the crap out of                 
the Gardener for doing that to his Mom, he gets a phone call— from his own Dope Ass Cell                   
Phone! Back into the Vortex he goes! Because Quinn was in an alternate dimension! 

Let’s pause for a second and take in the fact that a show where the premise is                 
interdimensional travel chose not only to take its sweet-ass time getting there, but also to depict                
its first alternate dimension as a laundry list of tropes for “opposite world.” This is also the first                  
time I truly have to get the knives out. Because c’mon, Elvis is still alive? Give me a break. I                    
mean, I get it. The show has to paint with the big brush, keep the suspense up, hint at the                    
mundanities that can be affected by history (or something). Quinn’s living out the most basic               
jokes about living in opposite world. His reaction and the background music are all amped up for                 
drama, but unfortunately we’re all still looking at a shitty poster of Elvis.  

Of course, this is overlooking the idea that all of this is the point. The very first parallel                  
world we see is a comedy one. This is the first thing the show does with its concept— and it                    
makes a joke. We’re rooting ourselves in comedy tropes, not sci-fi ones. It’s like the show is                 
trying to show something that’s really funny to us viewers, but is framing it in a dramatic light.                  
Thoughtful science fiction is certainly still part of the mix (and this is really what Quinn’s                
Blair-Witch-But-Make-It-Science diaries are meant to evoke), but it’s humor that we use to             
hammer the idea of the parallel world home. 

This is complicated, though, by Quinn’s honest reaction to the obviously goofy world he’s              
landed on. This is the real problem the show has with making its humor stick. It’s not that the                   
characters are taking their surroundings occasionally too seriously, it’s that the show isn’t quite              
selling the fact that this is the point of the whole show. If anything, the Elvis billboard isn’t going                   
far enough. Neither is “red means go, green means stop.” Honestly, the commercial break              
should come with the Mom Knocked Up By The Gardener reveal— that ties the dimension to                
Quinn himself. It upsets the perfect sitcom relationship of the family, which honestly is more               
disturbing than Elvis being alive (why the hell would Quinn care about Elvis anyways?!) There’s               
also the sinking feeling that this entire first trip through the interdimension was just a plot                
machination necessary for the next part of the story to take place. Otherwise this whole trip                
could have been cut. Here, exceedingly unfortunately, the first trip just doesn’t quite come off. 

Upon returning, Quinn immediately runs to class to go tell Arturo how cool Science is,               
but when he gets there, Arturo is royally pissed at something Quinn had said to him about his                  



theories. Wait, what? Quinn was just in a parallel Elvis dimension! When would he have had the                 
time to utter something disrespectful enough to earn a truly wilting face of rage from Arturo?  

The fun (read: not fun) doesn’t stop there, though. Quinn goes to work, and Wade tells                
him that he just got fired! Quinn can’t believe it—It turns out that Quinn told his boss to put a                    
computer up his ass, and then made out with Wade! Say What! Also, Quinn is so dense he can’t                   
possibly imagine kissing Wade. “We’re buds!” he says to her. She is rightfully hurt by this,                
creating a new level to the “will they won’t they” dynamic that Sabrina Lloyd plays wonderfully,                
as does Jerry: he’s very willing to act like he’s the total moron in this case! And he’s the leading                    
man! 

Quinn runs back to his house because he is rightfully freaking out. But when he gets                
down to his Cyber-Cave, he finds that someone has solved the really important equation that               
answers everything about sliding and science! What sort of trickster god could have done such               
a thing?!? 

Why, Quinn Mallory, of course. 
It turns out, a double of Quinn Mallory from another parallel universe journeyed to our               

world and starting fucking with Quinn’s shit (that’s really good timing, isn’t it? He just happened                
to hop into this universe right as Our-Quinn was hopping around in another). He spouts some                
scientific mumbo jumbo, looks really smarmy, talks about his wife (wait, wasn’t he just kissing               
Wade? Maybe on his world polyamory is cool. Take me with you, Alt-Quinn), and tells Quinn                
that he’s a slider. What? He’s a tiny hamburger? Slammin’! No, he’s an interdimensional              
traveler, but it doesn’t seem catchy enough to call your TV show “Interdimensional Travelers.”              
Quinn’s a dork, but he’s not dorky enough to coin a phrase for himself. At least, not on this                   
world. 

Alt-Quinn is the Quinn that network television executives actually wanted our Quinn to             
be: he dresses better, he’s more charismatic, he kisses girls. The thing about Alt-Quinn though,               
is that while he appears to be smarter, he lacks the caution and, I don’t know, humanity that                  
Our-Quinn does. But he’s important, because he tells Quinn (and us!) about all the possibilities               
of sliding— the Cubs win the world series (hey, that’s our world now!), even paradise itself! But                 
he’s still new to it too, and that sets a spark in Our-Quinn’s head.  

Before they can make out and give Jerry O’Connell fans a reason to invent DeviantArt a                
decade early, Alt-Quinn is summoned back home by his own dope-ass cellphone. His vortex,              
though, is inconveniently really, really loud, and Alt-Quinn gets sucked in before being able to               
give Our-Quinn some absolutely crucial piece of advice. Quinn is excited about this turn of               
events, whether or not he knows the secret sliding advice his double never gave him. But before                 
he can really digest all this, his Mom informs him that Wade & Arturo are on his doorstep,                  
wanting to get a piece of him for his double’s bad behavior.  

We cut now, in a true non sequitur, to a shot to remind us that we’re still in San                   
Francisco, and pan from a classic Full House-style apartment to an incredibly conspicuous Rad              
Ride— a 70s Cadillac DeVille, in fact. Inside this apartment, we see a cigar-chomping old fellow                
dancing along (a little creepily) to a most righteous jam which appears to be called “Cry Like A                  
Man.” He’s the manager for a musical sensation. Ladies and gentlemen: Rembrandt Brown,             
former lead singer of the Spinning Topps. He’s an RnB singer, who has run into a bit of a dry                    
spell, career wise.  



I’m being nice— Rembrandt is a wash-up, a has-been, a man who floundered a solo               
career while his old group shined. I should also add that his claim to fame was being able to cry                    
tears. Individually out of each eye. On command. But Rembrandt is planning a huge comeback!               
He’s going to have a career insurgence! He’s going to take over the charts and win big and                  
show his old group he never needed them! Or, he’s going to sing the National Anthem over at                  
Candlestick Park. So Rembrandt is maybe a little insane. That’s fine.  

He’s also a master of his image, a man with a finger on the pulse of 90s society, as                   
evidenced by his lapel, which has four different-colored AIDS ribbons on it. In the five minutes                
we’ve known him for, Rembrandt is adept at toeing the line of “problematic.” I’m just kidding,                
he’s incredibly problematic! He’s so far past that line he kind of falls back into “well, okay!”                 
territory. He’s obviously going to be the comic relief, but he’s painted with such broad and                
high-octane strokes, in less-offensive-than-just-lazy “loud and crazy Black Man” way. However,           
the “Cause-Ribbon” joke is genuinely funny. It’s a quintessentially 90s joke, and pokes fun at               
people who would wear those ribbons without really understanding what they were supporting. If              
Rembrandt is the everyman on the Sliding Team, then the show is taking the stance that the                 
everyman of 1994 is a total idiot.  

The dissonance of cutting to Rembrandt before jumping back to Quinn is extreme, even              
for a show that just had a giant Elvis poster. Anyways, we’re back in Quinn’s basement,                
watching Wade & Arturo look around (“the batcave!” Wade exclaims, forever sealing herself in              
my heart). Quinn’s busy hacking his cellphone, and Arturo is busy laying into Quinn about being                
too smart. He’s astonished that Quinn figured out the equation for sliding, but it’s pretty telling                
(and hilarious) that the most egregious fault of Quinn’s genius is that he’s “unpublished.” Arturo               
exists in the academic realm, as does his criteria for the judgement of others. It also hints that                  
he either doesn’t have much of a life outside of the classroom, or he is using the classroom to                   
forget the life that used to fill the extra time. Quinn tells Arturo that his dope-ass cellphone can                  
open portals to other dimensions. Arturo goes on the scientific warpath, saying that it’s all               
theoretical, that it’s a scientific impossibility, blah blah science science. Quinn, inspired by             
Alt-Quinn’s smarminess, puts on his own best try at looking smarmy (he does a pretty good job),                 
and answers Arturo by whipping out a Vortex.  

Wade & Arturo are understandably impressed by Quinn’s big weird thing. Wade is firmly              
seated in the “taking a spin around the universe” camp, and Arturo is more reserved. He’s like                 
“let’s study this.” Wade thinks that’s dumb. She’s like “Quinn & I are gonna take a spin around                  
the universe.” Yeah, Wade, he definitely meant this to be a date. That’s why he brought a stuffy                  
englishman who is more than twice your age. 

In any case, they are obviously going to go sliding together. Quinn gets performance              
anxiety or something and worries that there isn’t enough power in his dope-ass cellphone to               
take all three of them in the Vortex. Quinn, not being a man to do things in small pieces, cranks                    
up his dope-ass cellphone to ELEVEN, which (because of course it does) sucks them all right                
into it. You probably should have sent the T-Rex first, buddy. 

Rembrandt, meanwhile, has taken a shortcut to get to the stadium sooner. He is so               
worried about missing his big comeback! But watch out, Remmy— Quinn’s over-powering of the              
dope-ass cellphone is about to cause a pretty silly thing to occur. For the first of what is                  
somehow many, many times on this show, a man drives a car through the Vortex. A quick dip                  



through the wormhole, and they’re in Quinn’s basement, but it’s frozen! It’s iceberg world! Arturo               
delivers the incredible line, “I think I just saw God and I could have sworn he was driving a                   
Cadillac,” (so God is Black and Arturo is cool with that? Hell yeah!), and Wade proclaims the                 
wormhole ride to be better than sex! Arturo replies with “I wouldn’t go that far.” Nice. 

In any case, it’s very cold, and Quinn’s house, while still standing, is totally abandoned               
and frozen. Well, mostly abandoned. They conveniently forgot to take that picture of Quinn’s              
family off of their frozen freezer. Now Quinn knows that he had a sister on this world! And his                   
dog didn’t run away! I love this bit— even on a world with a huge deviation like this (whether                   
from a shifting of the Earth’s axis, or from nuclear winter—they can’t decide, so neither will I),                 
the show takes the time to dial it down to the small familial detail like that. The sitcom family has                    
a dog and a sister here! 

Drawn by the call of an apoplectic Rembrandt (His wheels! His beautiful wheels!), Quinn,              
Wade, & Arturo venture outside, where they are greeted by this beautiful sight— a terrible CG                
landscape of the San Francisco Bay, frozen completely over. They even have the Golden Gate               
Bridge covered in icicles in there for good measure! Anyways, so taken with this wondrous sight                
are Quinn & Wade that they have the following exchange: 
 

Wade: Hell really did freeze over. 
Quinn: We’re not in Kansas anymore. 
 
Arturo rolls his eyes at how dumb that is. After that, they all huddle up in Rembrandt’s                 

Ride and talk about how sliding works. Some of the basics: time is concurrent, it’s the same                 
year, just a different dimension, the use of roulette wheel analogies is acceptable, Rembrandt is               
excited that he can still make it back in time to sing his Anthem, then he calls Quinn “Q-Ball.”                   
And just like that, we’ve done it! The four leads are in the same place at the same time! Sliding                    
Team Assembled! 

A brief second of thinking of this group of characters and the archetypes they represent               
reveals some subversion. Generally on a scientific TV show, there’s supposed to be one person               
who is the ‘everyman,’ the person who needs to be explained things. On Sliders, almost               
everyone takes turns in this role (except Quinn, maybe, unless it’s about something to do with                
feelings). Likewise, different characters take turns being the ‘mentor’ figure. It’s easy to assume              
a Teacher/Student relationship with Quinn & Arturo, but it isn’t that cut-and-dry. Quinn is clearly               
just slightly above an equal with Arturo. It’s a rich relationship that sets up conflict and respect. 

The thing about archetypes though, is that they aren’t really how relationships work in              
real life. We slip into different roles constantly depending on who we’re interacting with. In               
general on Television Shows (or at least shows in the mid-90s), it doesn’t work this way. People                 
are set up to be in situations where they best suit a certain archetype, and then they stick to it.                    
Yet within the group of sliders, there’s no chance for any of the characters to be easily                 
pigeonholed. Wade doesn’t fit into an easy ‘girlfriend’ role, nor is she strictly comic relief. In a lot                  
of ways, Wade starts as the voice of the general youth. Rembrandt and Arturo are too old in a                   
lot of ways. Quinn might be the ‘youth sex symbol,’ though that’s not quite right, either. 

Why try to put these characters who don’t fit into easy molds? Because this is network                
television, this is FOX, it’s airing during a time when The X-Files is gaining popularity, and there                 



isn’t any other show that’s more based on archetypes than the skeptic/believer dynamic Scully              
and Mulder have (at least at that time of the show’s run). The problem is this: Sliders, at its root,                    
isn’t actually a science fiction show like The X-FIles is, otherwise all of the characters would be                 
professors or scientists. Rembrandt is a washed-up RnB singer! That doesn’t belong on a sci-fi               
show! Sliders doesn’t want to play by the ‘rules,’ but the ‘rules’ are being written by FOX. Sliders                  
is like if you made a show out of all the recurring characters on The X-Files. So it’s clear, before                    
we’re halfway through the pilot, that this is going to be a problem (it’s also a problem when you                   
actually do make a show out of the recurring characters on The X-FIles, RIP The Lone                
Gunmen).  

But it’s also a problem inherent in the concept: a show about infinite worlds has an                
infinite amount of stories that can be told, and no two people are going to be able to agree on                    
what sorts of stories they want to tell. There already isn’t a clear programmatic way to make an                  
episode of Sliders. As exciting as the idea of a show that can truly do anything may be, it’s a                    
pain in the ass for a TV Network to wrap their heads around (not to mention a new audience). It                    
should be easy, but it isn’t. The fact is here from the start: Sliders is a tough sell. 

Back on Ice World, we’re still in Remmy’s Red Sled, and the action is picking up. Wade                 
hears a noise from outside, and Rembrandt rolls down the window to see... an atrocious CG                
tornado. This is the threatening equivalent of the Elvis Billboard, and it is just as dumb. In any                  
case, Rembrandt looks at this shitty CG tornado and freaks out, making a truly awful twisty face                 
that he will never make again after episode eight, thank goodness. The tornado ends up ripping                
the room off of Remmy’s Red Ride, and the group springs into action. They’re all screaming at                 
Quinn— “Dude, you gotta activate the timer!” and Quinn is like “I’m not sure it is a good idea to                    
activate the Timer before the time I had previously set it to runs out.” Which is fair. But, y’know,                   
there’s a huge shitty CG tornado about to kill them all, so I guess this time we can ignore that                    
hypothesis. So off they go, with a quick drama-but-make-it-slapstick set piece of “Quinn opened              
the vortex into the sky so now we have to hoist eachother up into it.” 

On the other side of the wormhole, we’re treated to what will become a staple of Sliders:                 
the comedic “everyone falls on everyone else” gag! The professor has some crazy inertia up in                
that vortex. Rembrandt says “that trip was a trip,” which sums up everything that is right and                 
also everything that is so very wrong with his character. Wade & Arturo also share a moment of                  
being plastered onto each other, and Rembrandt proves that he is wearing the highest-waisted              
pants a middle-aged man could possibly wear. No one breaks any bones, despite being              
launched into the ground from fifteen feet in the air. 

But where’s Quinn!? Did he make it out of the Caddy? Is he trapped on Ice World? Wade                  
is starting to worry. She tells everyone to go back and get him, but Arturo, taking his turn as the                    
voice of reason, says that that open Vortex could lead back to an infinite number of universes.                 
The roulette wheel is still spinning, so to speak.  

Wade, breaking all of our hearts, walks up to the Vortex in tears, hoping that Quinn is                 
alright, pleading for his safety: “please don’t let me lose you.” But the Vortex has no answers.                 
And this, if we’re watching in syndication, is where the screen cuts black.  

To be continued... 
 

 



Welcome to the Revolution (Pilot, Part Two.) 
Written by: Tracy Tormé and Robert K. Weiss 

Directed by: Andy Tennant 
Original Airdate: March 22nd, 1995. 

 
 

The new sliding team is trapped on a parallel dimension where Soviet            
Russia rules America, forcing them to team up with a ragtag group of American              
Revolutionaries. Rembrandt is put on trial for crimes against the State. A rescue,             
and hijinks, ensue. 

 
The Pilot of Sliders is a feature-length episode, and not a two-parter. But despite the               

easy reasons of “it’s hard to show a feature-length episode on repeats,” there’s logic to the                
division here. Mainly that the second half of the Pilot is actually a point for point, scene for                  
scene, act for act outline of how most episodes will play out. The first half is all introduction. The                   
second half is pretty much Sliders-by-numbers. So what does that look like?  

Carrying on from the act break, Quinn resolves the non-cliffhanger by flying out of the               
vortex and sticking his landing like a champ. Everyone is so relieved! Wade is still a little teary,                  
though, since she was pretty well convinced Quinn was never coming back (which does kind of                
seal the deal in the case against the feature length episode, since the tension of “will Quinn                 
make it” is resolved in less than a commercial break). Quinn sees this and actually says “what’s                 
with the tears, you hit your head or something?” To which Wade actually replies “yeah, maybe I                 
should get it examined.” These two idiots are perfect for each other. Rembrandt, being a man                
who is devoted to his work, wants to get to Candlestick Park in enough time to sing the anthem.                   
But he’s in a bind, because his Caddy is still on Ice World! Now he’s got something to bring up                    
every five minutes to make Quinn feel bad. 

Rembrandt settles for a taxi, Wade goes to call her parents in the nearest phone booth,                
and Quinn & Arturo, being loners, I guess (so much for Quinn being a Number One Son), go for                   
a walk. They’re having a nice chat about the interdimension and how Quinn is a little bummed                 
out about being home. Arturo reminds him about the CG tornado they were almost killed by.                
Quinn is unfazed by the tornado, but he is fazed by the fact that they’re in a park instead of the                     
basement. Arturo posits that it’s probably what Alt-Quinn was trying to tell him, which is a pretty                 
paper thin guess as to a really important piece of sliding advice. But before Quinn can say                 
“yeah, it was probably more important than that,” Arturo is himself fazed by what has apparently                
taken the place of that awful Abraham Lincoln statue we saw in the first half, y’know the one                  
with the kooky commie hobo preaching in front of it. 

In any case, Honest Abe has been replaced by a statue of Lenin! They’re not home! The                 
show can continue now! From this revelation, we move through a deft bit of plotting to weave                 
our characters into place to deal with it. Wade tries to make a phone call, but the phone                  
company is a bunch of Russian NARCS and tell her she’s in violation of something and that                 
they’re sending some goons to her booth. She’s confused by this, but probably would have               
been less confused had she looked at the booth before entering it, what with it being called                 
People’s Telephone and Telegraph with a giant hammer and sickle and all. 



Rembrandt is also not doing so well. Once he gets into a cab, he finds that his driver,                  
Pavel (or “Pay-Vell,” as Remmy calls him, about which, woof), doesn’t speak English (this is               
nearly the only time they go to an alternate Earth where a different nationality owns America                
and no one speaks English… so kudos, I guess), and then they turn on the Radio and they're                  
playing the Russian National Anthem (to which Remmy says "Must be playing a Canadian              
team," which is notable for being the first instance of Canada jokes on Sliders, which… get                
ready, they don’t stop). Anyways, once they reach the Toll Booth. Pavel asks Remmy for money                
for the toll, who gives him “the mean green.” This turns out to be a mistake, since on this world,                    
money is red! Yay communism! After the cab is surrounded by machine gun-toting cops,              
Rembrandt gets a decent line when he melts into the back seat: “y’all wanted exact change, is                 
that it?” This is what we’re doing here— Rembrandt is the one who gets the one liners. He’s not                   
only the weird one out of the group by being a soul singer, he’s also a transplant from a different                    
kind of sitcom. This defines Rembrandt for a good half of his time on the show, but as we can                    
already see, it’s particularly extreme. As good as his “exact change” joke may be (and sure, it’s                 
not comedy gold or anything), it’s still a one-liner from a guy wearing four different AIDS ribbons.                 
His whole existence is a one-liner. 

In another part of this zany red-state, Quinn and Arturo have reunited with Wade, who               
ran into them post-phone-booth. It’s a walking exposition scene! Look, here’s the sleeping hobo              
from part one! He’s now running for Public Office! He’s shouting nearly the same stuff as before,                 
except now he dresses like a proto-Richard Spencer and people are listening to him! As night                
falls, they come to a busy part of town. By busy I mean that every car is on fire and people are                      
being gunned down in the middle of the street. The sliders take that one with an inappropriate                 
amount of stride, I feel. They are so chill about street-side executions. Also, old ladies are                
thrown into cars without reason! 

Maybe the sliders are chill about public executions, but the Professor is without a doubt               
lacking in chill about being in the mood for food. This is one of the more subtle ongoing jokes on                    
Sliders, the ol’ “you think Rembrandt is the one who loves food, but actually it is Arturo.” Arturo                  
repeats Rembrandt’s mistake and also gives the long-haired gentlemen serving him Kielbasa            
the Mean Green. The Long-Hair is like “whoa, be careful” and hands him the …Rad Red?                
Whatever, he hands him a one-dollar bill that is red and has Lenin’s picture on it, because                 
clearly the only important figure in Russia’s entire history was Lenin, and also hats off to                
production for remembering to make the money look different on this world! 

Arturo thinks the bill is pretty cool, which shows on his face plainly, because Long-Hair is                
immediately like “come with me.” Wade is also concerned that the communist trenchcoat mafia              
is about to nab her because of her Phone Booth Kerfuffle (also they literally watched a sidewalk                 
firing squad, so yeah I would also be nervous). Or, in her words, “It’s the phone company. I                  
disobeyed their commands and now they’re after me!” Which is a cheesy line made fantastic by                
the fact that everyone takes her at face value and does not laugh. This is honestly a huge                  
telegraph of how Sliders is going to operate— these are all sane people in an insane world, yet                  
they are unable to do anything other than take everything incredibly seriously. They have no               
choice— as far as Wade knows, the Phone Company might actually murder her. 

In any case, they have to run from the phone company (man, who hasn’t been there).                
Hidden in the background is a true moment of comedy, where Arturo tosses his sausage away                



with a groan as they run for their lives. They escape the clutches of the evil phone company by                   
hiding behind some boxes. These hiding boxes are even more convenient than you might think,               
because Long-Hair then takes the Sliders to a huge long passageway hidden behind the boxes               
and opened by a light switch.  

He keeps referring to Wade as “Commander,” which is weird, because Wade is             
obviously just a Computer Store Worker and hopeless romantic, right? Then he reveals what              
flashing money with George Washington on it means on this world— he’s part of the Revolution.                
When I say Revolution, I sadly do not mean Prince and The, I mean the American Revolution!                 
Or actually I mean “a few people with guns and computers in an… abandoned sewer? Bunker?                
Underground… thing?” They’re rag-tag! That’s charming! I’m rooting for them! I love America!             
Fuck Russia! Was this episode written in the 80s (or I guess in 2018)? Isn’t the Cold War over?                   
Nope— the Bond-era trope of Untrustworthy Russia is one of the perennials, as is the plucky                
revolutionary crew. It’s the 90s baby! 

Before any of them can take this in, a dude with an american flag bandana around his                 
neck starts making out with Wade. Like, Hardcore Making Out with Wade. Quinn looks like he’s                
worried about her. Which is probably because Quinn has A) the secret hots for Wade, and B)                 
never made out with anyone ever before, and probably just doesn’t know what it is they’re                
doing. After making out with Wade FOR-EVER, the lead dude says “Welcome to the              
Revolution,” which is a pretty awesome thing to say to someone after making out with their                
friend. 

This apparently is too much for them to handle. Seriously, they have such stunned              
expressions! They look more shocked that this strapping young fellow would play tonsil hockey              
with Wade than they looked at the sight of urban squalor and fascism! Anyways, Quinn & Arturo                 
are immediately strung up by the wrists, because kissing Wade is one thing, but trusting the                
other two dopes is something else.  

In the morning, a woman wearing an American Flag shirt and High-Waisted Pants (good              
to know it’s still the 90s in Soviet World fashion) cuts them loose and brings them to Wilkins (the                   
strapping young man who was making out with Wade). Wilkins is wearing the best shirt ever: a                 
stencil of the Statue of Liberty holding an AK-47. Arturo is so pissed at him for making him sleep                   
funny! The Resistance says “we didn’t believe you were from an alternate universe, because              
why would we that’s ridiculous,” but then in the next sentence they’re like “but anyways now we                 
do believe you,” and Arturo is like “actually, I think that’s ridiculous,” but the Resistance tells him                 
that Wade’s double on this Earth (let’s call her Alt-Wade) is the leader of the American                
Revolution! Wade (rightfully!) is impressed with herself. They inform our sliders that Alt-Wade’s             
being held prisoner at a converted college campus-now-prison. Which, of course, is being run              
by none other than a double of the Professor! Arturo is very stuffy when he hears this, delivering                  
an amazing line-read of the very silly “always a leader of men, no matter the circumstances.” 

Quinn, being a nosy dude, asks Wilkins how he realized Wade wasn’t Alt-Wade. Wilkins,              
giving Wade the most obvious “I am looking you up and down obviously because I don’t have to                  
look you up and down because I have seen your whole body without clothes on,” says “Wade is                  
my commanding officer... and my lover.” Quinn dies a little inside, but then Wilkins says “the two                 
may look identical, but I could certainly tell the difference,” and Quinn dies all the way inside,                 



while we all give Wade a high five. I guess this is a Sexual Revolution in addition to being an                    
American Revolution. 

Okay, whatever. Quinn is a child. But then they get into the history. After another               
resistance fighter tells Arturo their sob story about how he used to be a surgeon and Wilkins                 
was an airline pilot, he lets out some funny line about “it’s liberty or death for all of us.” Arturo, to                     
avoid laughing in his face, asks him how America got this way. 

 
So, Soviet World Alternate History: 
 

•We lost the Korean War 
•This leads to Russia successfully invading China. 
•Then Europe, then South America. 
•Because of this, America becomes Economically isolated from everywhere else in the            
World. The Red Half of the World had access to technology and wealth, while America               
had no money to do anything with, and collapsed in on itself. 
•Funny how when I first wrote this the last thing was sort of happening to America                
without any sort of Red Scare involved. 
•Extra funny to read that part again today. 

 
Arturo remarks to everyone about how that’s an example of Our World’s Domino Theory.              

Which just serves to make literally everyone involved feel bad. While Arturo is having that heady                
drag of a discussion, Wade is watching “Primetime Television.” The rap group she watches (a               
bit ripped right from Bill Nye The Science Guy, I guess?) has great lines like “because the                 
in-di-vi-du-al is EVIL.” Thrilling. Why is it that so many shows in the 90s did a fake rap? Ugh that                    
is so white of them. This is an excruciatingly bad and dated gag!  

She blessedly changes the channel, and that’s how we find out how Rembrandt is doing               
since being held at gunpoint! He’s being put to trial on the People’s Court. Get it? The People’s                  
Court! Hosted by Commissar Wapner! Like, seriously, it’s the real Joseph Wapner. 

I have to step back for a bit here because believe it or not, this sequence is the lens to                    
view the entire series through. The People’s Court, in our world, is background noise. It’s a part                 
of our pop culture that blends in, that lives in the background. Everyone knows about it (or at                  
least something like it, Judge Judy having probably taken its place in the meme-canon), but no                
one needs to have actually watched it. It’s one of those things that’s like televisual oxygen. 

So what happens when that oxygen is changed? You’re going to notice, and it’s going to                
really fuck with you. Doing The People’s Court but instead at the end you die is basically how                  
Black Mirror works these days. But Sliders has a different idea here— it doesn’t really want to                 
depress you, or hold a mirror to your capitalist life and go “you’re the problem, too!” It’s here as                   
a comedy setup that winds up driving the episode forward. But it’s doing this comedy setup with                 
its overtly comedic character. It’s putting Rembrandt in a position where his confused anxiety              
style of comic relief makes sense. He’s the only character who would actually watch the show                
on which he’s being put on trial.  

He clearly knows it’s serious, but he’s also being put on trial on The People’s Court,                
which he can’t help but not take seriously. The People’s Court is supposed to be comfort food,                 



and instead he’s getting eaten. The final point here is in his reaction (outside of responding to a                  
sentence of fifteen years in a gulag with “don’t you mean fifteen dollars”) is that in his post-trial                  
interview he yells “I’m never watching this show again!” 

Herein lies the point: as much as it is a science fiction show, and will always be indebted                  
to this, Sliders is also very deeply a show about television. A deep love of the conventions of                  
genre, and an enduring interest in mixing them up. I mean, what’s Tracy Tormé’s first credit on                 
Star Trek: The Next Generation? It’s “The Big Goodbye,” which is mostly remembered for being               
the first “holodeck goes wrong” episode, but is also just a huge excuse to smash Star Trek up                  
with The Big Sleep. But it’s important to separate nerd history from the context in which it was                  
first made: “The Big Goodbye” isn’t supposed to be viewed as “one of many episodes where the                 
holodeck goes bad.” It’s using what was originally a boring piece of futurist showboating from               
TNG’s pilot, and turning it on its head. “The Big Goodbye,” starts with Picard being so impressed                 
with how real it seems, despite knowing it’s all fake.  

So it’s supposed to be a surprise to everyone (us included) when things go wrong and                
the illusion turns real and deadly. It’s the other side of the wish to be inserted in the stories you                    
love. But it’s also working on the same function as The People’s Court is on Sliders: the casual                  
recreation you take for granted is going to kill you. The difference between Star Trek and                
Sliders’ takes on this is small but essential: Picard’s holodeck is based on the classic detective                
novel, a titanic and enduring genre, and Sliders’ is coming from all of television, and not all of it                   
high-brow. Even daytime garbage has a licence to kill.  

So Television is what Sliders is interested in. It is far more into the idea of being a TV                   
playground than it is a Sci-Fi one. Is that a problem? Sort of, but only because the central                  
science fiction idea of Sliders is a really good one, and making a lot of subtle jokes about                  
television has the potential to come off as a waste of “good sci-fi.” It’s also a shame that the                   
episode places this thesis moment right after the really bad “comrade rap,” because it distracts               
from its own point far too much— it makes us want to take “The People’s Court” sequence even                  
less seriously than we should.  

In any case, going forward, Sliders biggest problem won’t just be not living up to the                
expectations placed on it, but that it can fail to reach those it made for itself. And there’s the                   
chance that people just wouldn’t get it. FOX lobbied against this sequence, but Tormé was               
adamant that they keep it. “You’re going to do this sort of comedy thing right in the middle of a                    
sci-fi show,” he remembers them saying. “You’re going to lose the audience, and everyone in               
Cincinnati is going to turn the set off the second this happens.” It makes a kind of sense: what is                    
this comedy bit doing here? But that’s the thing— it isn’t really a comedy bit. It’s the other shoe                   
dropping on what it means to be in a foreign world. If any thing, it’s the one normal part of the                     
show wedged in the middle of some sci-fi side piece. 

We’ll return to these ideas soon enough. In the meantime, as I mentioned, Rembrandt              
gets sentenced to 15 years in a gulag! It turns out that Remmy’s going to be held, briefly before                   
being moved to a Gulag, in the same place where Alt-Wade is being held, briefly before being                 
executed. Now we have a last-act plan! TOTALLY HUGE SHOOTOUT IN A            
SCHOOL-TURNED-PRISON! 

To sneak into the School-Turned-Prison, they get our Arturo to pose as Alt-Turo.             
Obviously this goes well… until they get the alarm set off on them, which prompts the                



SHOOTOUT! Big Explosions! Action! Guns! Television Executives are drooling! The Audience is            
confused as to why this is necessary! Because it’s here the the show takes a wild pivot towards                  
“big action show.” It’s this kind of moment that gives the show the feeling of playing to two                  
different audiences. The sci-fi/geek audience isn’t here for a dude shooting a bazooka out the               
back of a jeep, and the action crowd doesn’t really care about the reasons why a guy is shooting                   
a bazooka out the back of a jeep. It’s this kind of sequence that fans can point to and go “that’s                     
FOX mandating some action, boo!” And while I’m sure FOX did want some action in their big                 
budget sci-fi pilot, I don’t think anyone making the show was against it. Because honestly,               
having a big shoot-out blow-up boom boom sequence is just another way for Sliders to show off                 
another trick in its bag. It’s already been towing a James Bond line with its Cold War Planet                  
vibes, so it makes sense for the episode to devolve into a big action set piece— it’s what every                   
Bond movie does. It’s another weird genre for it to dip into.  

And it’s not like the characters suddenly fit in perfectly with this new explosive vibe (well,                
one seems to at first). Rembrandt watches from the sidelines rooting his comrades on! Quinn               
almost shoots a dude in the face, but then pistol whips him instead. It’s a very small moment                  
that shows him getting too caught up in the trappings of the action movie he’s found himself in.  

From then on, he keeps himself grounded, shouting “WAAADE,” which, much like            
Professor calling people “blistering idiots,” is something we will have to get used to. Arturo does                
a real barrel roll under a truck and hops in (behind the scenes anecdote: John Rhys-Davies                
wanted to do his own stunts, and did, but during one take of the barrel roll the crew heard a loud                     
BANG and when Davies came out the other end, his head was split open. Dude had hit the car!                   
What a trooper!). Rembrandt, being a man of sense and inaction, just opens the truck door and                 
gets in. At the same time, Quinn finds Wade, and they jump into another speeding truck. 

Then, because this definitely needed to happen, someone stands up in a Jeep and              
shoots a bazooka at the building, because you are always obliged to have a bazooka in cases                 
like this. Now it’s a success! Everyone is so excited! Quinn is so stoked! Rembrandt is so                 
stoked! They are now truly on an adventure, and nothing can stop them. You really get the                 
feeling that Quinn is truly proud of what they’ve done— which, he’s starting to think, is because                 
of him. Sliding was an accident, but now they’ve done something with it. Trying to get Wade’s                 
approval, he notices she’s passed out. Panicking, Quinn goes for the tried and true “I pull my                 
hand away from their back for a second and see blood,” and we find that’s she’s been hit. Quinn                   
starts to stammer “no.” The joy of the escape fades. It’s all coming apart. 

Quinn just wanted to have fun. He made a wild invention, brought some friends over,               
and had an adventure. Sure, Ice World was a drag, and they almost died, but everyone got out                  
of it okay. Rembrandt was pissed about the car, but that’s just a thing, anyways. Quinn just was                  
a young man who loved Science. He brought the two people who meant the most to him along                  
on this ride because he was proud of it. He wanted to share this amazing thing with the people                   
he loves most (though he might not admit it to himself). 

And now one of them is dead. Rembrandt, too, realizes that this trip is not only a trip, it is                    
also very serious, and very real. All of the sudden, the problematic comic relief character               
disappears. The shift on Cleavant Derricks’ face from comic relief to true sorrow (a sorrow that                
shows that he knows exactly what’s happened and how hopeless it is) is astonishing. There’s so                



much in his face. He’s been through a lot on this ride, and has done an admirable job of taking it                     
all in, but this stops him.  

Quinn is shaking back and forth, horrified that his best friend’s blood is on his hands—                
literally and metaphorically. After all, if he’d never pulled her away from Wilkins, she’d probably               
be okay; if he never tried to show off his sliding machine, this wouldn’t have happened. Every                 
choice that lead to this was his. 

But then he hears his name, and realizes that the greatest, most amazing part of being                
able to slide between dimensions, is that there’s more than one of everything. 

It was Alt-Wade that died, not Our Wade. Which could almost be a cheap one, but it                 
isn’t. Not here. Wade asks what’s going on, and Quinn won’t tell her. He tells her not to look,                   
and he looks her straight in the eye and tells her that he will get her home. Far more than just                     
“buds,” now. Quinn writes his promise in stone. He will get her home. Sliders has stakes now. It                  
has a goal, too— get home. And Quinn knows the depth of how important it is, and how much is                    
riding on him now.  

Back at HQ, Rembrandt is singing “Amazing Grace” over the Resistance fighter’s dead             
bodies. Which is beautiful, and touching, and a very surprisingly solemn scene. But I’m afraid               
I’m going to have to take it to task. Because the show is blowing an opportunity for a wonderful                   
full-circle character bit. Think of this: how much more appropriate would it have been for               
Rembrandt to sing “The Star Spangled Banner” during this scene? Just think of the emotions—               
Rembrandt gets to sing his anthem. But at what cost? It’s just a searing missed opportunity so                 
glaring that I had misremembered it for years. 

But all around the revolution, plans are being made. The Resistance may have lost a               
leader, but they’re stronger than ever. They’ve heard reports of other cells taking up arms               
around the country. It’s a small movement, but it has faith, it has conviction. And, pretty surely,                 
all that conviction wouldn’t have really been found if it wasn’t for the sliders. So even though                 
they had a vague hand in a lot of death, they also inspired something that could make that                  
death worth something.  

But they can’t stay around to find out if the Resistance is successful. They’ve got a                
Home to get back to. But before they do that, they’ve got to have a spirited nighttime run away                   
from a last set of NARCS. While I must say this last “set piece” is a little much after the                    
rollercoaster of Alt-Wade’s death, it also gives us what is maybe the only truly memorable shot                
in Sliders, as the team is silhouetted against the cold dark night. They finally get back to that                  
awful Lenin statue, but for a minute it looks like Quinn’s dope-ass cellphone isn’t going to work!                 
But then it does, and they’re home! They immediately run to Quinn’s house. But first, they have                 
to get past Quinn’s gate. 

Quinn gets real solemn and says “this gate has been squeaking since i was 12.” The                
implication is that if it squeaks, they are home, and if it doesn’t, they are not home. This is                   
obviously the dumbest litmus test. A thousand things could happen to a gate to make it not                 
squeak! It could be the weather! It could be your gardener oiling it! UGH! But the gate squeaks,                  
and soon they are high-fiving each other and hanging out with Quinn’s mom. Immediately they               
are having a great time at dinner. Already in this scene there’s this palpable sense of warmth                 
between the characters, this ease of communication, of a true friendship. Naturally, Quinn             
makes a tasteless joke of “where are we going next?” and brings the room down. 



Meanwhile, Arturo pulls a Doc Brown and says “Guys, let’s destroy the Sliding Machine,              
I’m going to make a solemn comparison to Einstein regretting the Atom Bomb.” Quinn, is               
probably thinking “Dude, that thing is in my basement and also I made it WITH MY BARE                 
HANDS maybe we, y’know, shouldn’t destroy it?” Instead, he says “but there are probably              
worlds without War or Cancer.” To which Arturo wisely points out that there are probably other                
worlds that have worse Wars and worse Cancers. For every utopia, there can be a dystopia.                
And while certainly the dramatic impact of the latter is easier to imagine, the fact that both                 
options are open makes this show wildly more optimistic than most science fiction shows are at                
this time. It’s closest contemporary, The X-Files, is completely built around an intensely             
paranoid mindset— it’s main tagline is “Trust No One,” for fuck’s sake. Here, Sliders can choose                
to have a better line: Nothing Is Impossible. For better or for worse. 

But anyways, being BFFs now, they toast to things that they love. Quinn is pretty boring,                
he’s like “to wherever you are.” Remmy says “and whatever your struggles,” because he is a                
man of the people. Wade says “to the revolution,” because she got laid. But pretty much as                 
soon as they finish toasting, Sliders pulls one more trick out of its bag— a grim turn of the                   
“Wade’s still alive” twist— Quinn’s dad shows up for dinner. Who you may recall, on our world,                 
is dead. “What’s the matter son? You look live you’ve just seen a ghost.” Again— a television                 
moment, a sitcom quip, played as straight as possible. Quinn closes his eyes, his face a mask                 
of anguished disappointment, and drops his glass. They’re not home. Smash to Black. 

Sliding is giving Quinn the thing he wants most in the world, but in the cruelest way. The                  
existence of his father means he’s failed. He’s broken the promise he made to Wade: to get                 
them home. The easy comfort of his father’s face inspires guilt instead of calm.  

And that’s the Pilot. That’s how we choose to launch this adventure. The entire series is                
held within these two hours. All the promise, all the faults. So is it good? Yes, actually. I mean                   
obviously I find merit in it, otherwise this entire project wouldn’t exist. It’s hook is well evident—                 
despite the inanity of the first world Quinn goes to, it does do a good job of introducing the idea                    
that nothing is impossible. And likewise, with Quinn’s double, the undercurrent of the mental              
difficulty of maintaining your own personal reality while sliding is built. The characters are strong,               
aside from Rembrandt (though even he gets a few moments to shine). The lovingly antagonistic               
relationship between Arturo and Quinn is rich, and Wade, while not quite fully formed, is still a                 
little more of a complicated character— she doesn’t exist just to get in trouble, and the show                 
narrowly avoids the fridging trope by the use of doubles. 

What is more, the Pilot is working extremely hard underneath the hood to do a separate                
job— to train you to watch Sliders the way it wants you to. Perhaps obviously, given the way the                   
show is regarded these days, it probably fails at that. But it’s all there— mostly held in the                  
People’s Court sequence, but even there in the first shot, with Quinn gazing into the camera:                
this is about the magic of television as it is the magic of interdimensional travel. To make a                  
mountain of a molehill of a comparison here, when The Doctor first explains how their TARDIS                
is bigger on the inside, they say it’s like how there’s a larger world inside your television. It is in                    
no way a stretch to declare that sliding works on a similar wavelength— different worlds,               
different channels. You’ve seen countless parodies of Russia, jokes about Elvis being alive—             
but what if it those parodies were the real world? That’s what this Pilot is— watching these                 
characters learn to take that idea seriously, and through them, learn to see the show as it’s                 



trying to be seen. It’s a deceivingly complicated set up for a ropey old TV show. And look, I                   
know I’ve made a point about the show that seems hard to back up on first glance, but I’m not                    
crazy. When looking back on why he joined Sliders, producer Jacob Epstein recalled:  

 
I thought the premise was genius, a chance to do Mad Magazine            

satire along the edges of a science fiction adventure series with funny            
character stuff we could explore as well. … I am a political person and I               
thought the show offered a great opportunity to reflect the country back            
to our audience in a funhouse mirror. 

 
It’s in the mention of Mad that seals the deal. In its prime, Mad was the best at offering                   

satire that looked childish at first glance, but rewarded the close reader with an acute sharpness                
and wit. Mad was pitch-perfect in its skewering of popular culture. If that’s one of the aims of                  
Sliders, it requires a closer watch. There’s more working under the surface of the show than it                 
seems, but with that comes a price. It’s hard as fuck to pull the tightrope walk of intent here. It’s                    
easy for a less attentive viewer for this satire fly over their heads. Only the surface level— the                  
goofiness, the bare bones of the parallel world, that’s the only thing they’re getting.They aren’t               
getting the deeper jokes, the jokes about television, about sitcom setups, the fact that it’s               
possible the show knows it’s silly. Instead it is only silly. This, perhaps obviously, is the lens                 
through which I’m going to view the series. When the series forgets itself, when it thinks it’s                 
stupider than it is, then I’ll call it out. But for now, this is the reading, this is how it’s going to go. 

As for the end of the Pilot, we’re left with the question of “where could they go next?”                  
With all the examples seen, the answer really does seem like it’s “anywhere.” That, beyond               
anything else, is the driving reason to stick around. With all we know, let’s see where we can go                   
from here. 
 

Same Planet, Different Dimension Part One (Season One Intro). 
 

These days, as our attention spans dwindle, television shows have stopped having intro              
credits sequences. Attention spans aren’t the only part of it. As commercials have to fill more                
and more space, scripts have to form differently, use their acts in different ways. Also,               
Television is becoming more open to serialization and seriousness. Shows actually want to use              
the whole 45-51 minutes they’re given. So to maximize the ratio between storytelling space and               
advertising room, the ‘credit intro sequence’ falls by the wayside. A lot of shows these days                
have intros that last ten seconds tops. You could say that it’s tragic, but most of the time, a lack                    
of an intro makes way for better television. 

Back in the day, though, credit sequences were where it’s at! The pull of the show! Gone                 
are the days of the ‘TV theme song,’ the time when Quantum Leap could have an intro that went                   
on & on & on & on and had like, key-changes, and middle-eights, and like, structure. Star Trek                  
shows, where there’d be some charging military march (horn orgy) while we watched a starship               
hit up comets for two minutes (you could also argue that Star Trek: Enterprise’s theme song, the                 
insipid “Faith of the Heart,” actually made the series fail). But hey! “Three’s Company!” “Hey               
Sandy!” “Thank You For Being A Friend!” The list goes on. TV theme songs are now                



meme-fodder, whether it’s Jon Hamm and Adam Scott recreating CHiPS, or the hyper pomo              
smorgasbord of Too Many Cooks. 

Sliders fits into this milieu perfectly. Because a lot of the time, if people have any                
memory of it at all, it comes from the credits sequence. Behold it: we see our Earth from space.                   
But then we pull our space-camera out to see another Earth. Then another, and another, and                
another. Soon there’s a whole spiral of Earths, showing us that indeed, anything is possible. A                
young man’s voice narrates: 
 

What if you could find brand new Worlds right here on Earth? 
Where anything is possible? 
Same planet, different dimension. 
I found the gateway! 

 
A vortex appears, swallowing the multiverse in its infinite possibilities, a light overtakes             

us, and we are suddenly raving. BAM! BAM BAM BAMBAM! The theme song for Season One is                 
pretty goofy. It’s a pulsing techno beat, screaming to all the 18-39 year old males to RAVE AND                  
ALSO DON’T CHANGE THE CHANNEL. Something also to take note of is that it pays not a                 
small similarity to the song “Shots,” by LMFAO, which is the last time that acronym shall ever                 
grace these pages. Mark Mothersbaugh of popular band DEVO wrote this song, and much of               
the incidental music for Season One. Which is, of course, awesome, and funny to think that the                 
dude who brought us “Mongoloid” also brought us a precursor to “Shots.” In any case, the                
obscenity of the theme song sort of makes sense when the first face you see is Jerry                 
O’Smarmell himself, IE Alt-Quinn from the Pilot. 

The reason I’m going through the intro as if it was a character, by the way, is because as                   
the intro changes so dramatically from season to season, it becomes a barometer to what the                
show is trying to be. In Season One, it’s not quite sure what it wants to be, so it keeps the                     
narration vague. It doesn’t show much in the way of alternate worlds, so it tries to keep our                  
imaginations up. But the music is really pumpin’, so it wants us to believe it’s going to be fun.                   
Also interesting are the choices for the shots of actors. Jerry up there is way in the ‘cute leading                   
man’ vein, but how do the others fare? 

Wade is …eating popcorn and looking surprised. Well, sure. I mean, she’s Quinn’s             
“bud,” right? Buds eat popcorn. Actually I’m realizing that Season One’s credits, were it not for a                 
cyber-font and techno beat, could be for any show. It’s so unspecific to genre, it could just be                  
like, a buddy-buddy-rom-dram or something. Which I guess it sort of is, what with how the                
characters act in this first season. 

And look at Rembrandt! Rembrandt looks so cute! He also looks nothing like the sort of                
broad comic relief kind of character he actually is. Instead, the comic relief throne goes to                
Arturo, who is eating a chicken leg and looking surprised. What is it with all the food in this                   
show? Now I’m wondering if the show actually is about hamburgers! Anyways, we cut to the                
Sliders running in silhouette, the only truly epic shot from the Pilot, then black. And THEN: 

We pass THROUGH the show’s title, which then explodes a little bit. During that, we               
finally get some sort of ‘iconic’ action: the title of the show is whispered. No really, that’s it.                  
That’s as close as any image or moment on Sliders ever got to being “iconic.” It’s the word                  



“Sliders” whispered. It’s more of a joke than anything else. You can use it as a punchline at                  
parties and people will look at you funny. And that’s what people remember more than most                
anything else about the show. That, or a world where the sky was purple. It’s the thing that                  
cements Sliders into a memeable show. A whisper. 

It’s a lack of a unified vision that kept the show from breaking through into wide appeal.                 
I’m not saying that it needed a huge audience to be good, but it certainly needed a huge                  
audience to not be cancelled, and to keep its budget in a non-laughably small supply. It also                 
could have used a bigger audience as a starter, a way for more people to see what was good                   
about the show. Sliders certainly has a cult audience, but it’s small. It could have been bigger.                 
But it wasn’t. Is it because it didn’t have an intro as memorable as The X-Files? Yeah, maybe! 

In any case, the Season One Intro just isn’t sure of itself. Every single season, whether                
by necessity or by wild flailing, will try something different. It’s going to be interesting to see if                  
the show finds any sort of confidence in itself via Credits Sequence. Especially since it can                
barely find confidence in its own episodes. 
 

Your Psychedelic Ass (Summer of Love). 
Written by Tracy Tormé 

Directed by Mario Azzopardi 
Original Airdate: April 19th, 1995. 

 
The team gets separated after a janky slide, leading them to wander            

around a world where America’s at war with Australia and hippies are            
everywhere. Quinn & Arturo fix the timer and get busted by the Feds. Rembrandt              
tries to integrate himself into his double’s life. Wade invents astrology. Peace,            
Love, and hijinks ensue. 

 
If you’re following at home, reading along with this book, then you’re now confused.              

“Summer of Love? Hulu told me ‘Fever’ was next!” Well, in one sense, you are right. Sliders                 
attempted serialization in its first season. The idea was that we were going to be following Quinn                 
and the gang from world to world, and most episodes were going to lead straight from one into                  
the other. 

FOX, however, wasn’t keen on this idea. It didn’t help for syndication, for starters, which               
in 1995 was still a hot ticket (thanks to Star Trek: The Next Generation, ironically, given one of                  
the reasons Tracy Tormé was frustrated by his time on that show was because of his attempts                 
at serialization kept getting thwarted). It also didn’t help for creating viewers who tuned in               
halfway through the season. They also thought that starting a new show with a curiously-paced               
oddity like “Summer of Love” wasn’t the best way to get a huge audience. They didn’t want the                  
show to start on a slow burn and work its way to ‘big action’ episodes. They didn’t think the                   
audience needed to be eased into the concept.  

What I’m saying is, FOX changed the original running order of the show. Their choice of                
ordering showed that they barely paid attention to the episodes. Not only that, but they fussed                
the order in such a way as to make some scenes totally irrelevant. In “Summer of Love,” as we’ll                   
see, this means that the scene where Quinn explains how the Timer works is deleted. The                



show’s premise is explained in a deleted scene. Now, there are plenty of other reasons to futz                 
with a running order, and we’ll get to them, but that at least is completely silly. To explain how                   
the timer works to you since the show won’t do it: since the timer is broken, it can’t open vortices                    
at will. Instead the team must wait for the timer to count down to the moment when a vortex can                    
be opened. If they miss this window, they will be stranded on the dimension they’re on. Now                 
every episode has a built in form of suspense. I’m sure that won’t be overused. 

“Summer of Love” begins with Conrad Bennish Jr., our friendly pothead from Quinn’s             
class in the pilot! He’s relaxing in his hotbox when the FBI shows up! Bennish is totally worried                  
that they are about to bust him for marijuana (“if it’s about that bong… I thought it was a plant                    
holder!”), but they aren’t really interested in that. They just want to steal him from his apartment                 
and throw him down Quinn’s basement stairs, where he is excited by Quinn’s Big Weird Thing.  

But the FBI isn’t really into that either, (not yet, at least). They’re just working a missing                 
persons case! They want to know where our sliders have gone. And by “our sliders” I mean                 
“goofy sequence of Bennish looking at blown up copies of the sliders’ drivers licenses.” We               
learn that Wade is studying “extemporaneous Poetry & Prose,” which sounds like a made up               
Major to me. Bennish is into that, saying he digs a “chick with a poetic lick,” which is both                   
disgusting and a non-sequitur. Also missing is Rembrandt Brown, the “Cooking Man.” Which             
gives us two questions: A) why does the FBI use old promotional photos of Rembrandt instead                
of his State ID and B) is saying “Cooking Man” in an Asian accent really a positive source of                   
humor? Also there’s C) the fact that they actually dubbed over the actor’s voice to make him                 
sound more asian (per the actor Bob Lee: “My least favorite memory was, when the show was                 
first broadcast, finding out that my voice had been dubbed with someone who had more of a                 
foreign accent, which is not how I did the part at all”.) That’s ...not great. With the FOX mandate                   
of “the order of episodes is up to us” along with “the voices of actors are up to us,” “Summer of                     
Love” has a one-two punch of “reasons Sliders fans do not like FOX!” 

It is also a one-two punch of the FBI’s presence in this episode, since it implies that this                  
is actually something that could get followed up on— are the FBI going to chase our sliders                 
through the wormhole? Or is this just a fun nod to something happen in this episode? 

Before we can answer this, we’re back with the team, who’ve had a bumpy ride, and who                 
appear to be wearing the same clothes as they had at the end of the pilot (see? serialization!).                  
Rembrandt thinks they might be home, but seeing how the entire city appears to be deserted                
(funny how they see, like, two blocks of it, and make a huge assumption like that. Almost as                  
funny as the fact that they are right). 

Their bummer landing totally busted Quinn’s dope-ass cellphone, so Quinn proposes           
that they chill out and get the lay of the land. But then a city-wide intercom announces “THREE                  
MINUTES TO ZERO. THE SWARM IS APPROACHING.” Anyways, that’s the teaser! Whoa, it’s             
the first episode with a teaser! As far as pre-credits teasers go, it’s not bad. It’s certainly got a                   
hook! Let’s see how that hook resolves: 

 
It resolves with the sliders watching television. The TV is telling them that on this world,                

the following occurred: 
 

•South American Spiderwasp invented. 



•Swarm of Spiderwasps escapes. 
•Entire world destroyed. 
 
So I guess San Fran is about to be eaten by some giant bugs. 
They eat through walls, and also through people! Let’s take a moment to dwell on how                

silly it is for a place to keep a television running with what looks like a recording of a live news                     
broadcast giving a play-by-play of the Spiderwasps invasion of North America. Why would that              
television be on! What would be powering it! The only reason I can think of is that they keep it                    
on to taunt soon-to-be eaten alive ‘happy wanderers’ like the sliders. 

Much like the atrocious CG Tornado from the Pilot, and because we can’t have nice               
things, we are greeted by an atrocious CG Spiderwasp swarm. Quinn is still adamant about               
‘chilling,’ but Wade manages to convince him to turn on his broke-ass cellphone. Remmy and               
Wade jump through, but then the Vortex closes! Somewhat unsurprisingly, the Quinn & Arturo              
are not eaten, and make it through a new vortex Quinn manages to open. But they’re alone!                 
Separated throughout the interdimension! Wade & Remmy are trapped in a world with…             
BARRY PEPPER! Dressed like a hippie! So that’s not so bad.  

Quinn & Arturo are trapped in a world of mud. It’s worth noting that a few Spiderwasps                 
come through the vortex with Q&A. This episode doesn’t deal with it, but I’m just going to put the                   
fact out there that what with the Spiderwasps being able to procreate at an incredible level, they                 
probably just condemned this world to the same fate as the last, no? There, go write your                 
fanfiction.  

I’m just going to go ahead and spoil it for you (you’d only have to wait, like, ten more                   
minutes anyways): they’re actually in the same dimension! But they’re having much different             
adventures than one another. Wade & Remmy are trapped in a hippie commune and are               
worshipped like the Returned Gods of Myth that they are(n’t), and Quinn & Arturo just kind of…                 
walk around?  

So here we are, the second episode, and we’re setting the show (whether they knew it or                 
not at the time) with some of the tropes that they’ll stay with for pretty much the entire show:                   
dividing the team up between Wade/Remmy and Quinn/Arturo.  

Time and time again, we’ll also see that the plots pretty much stay the same: one group                 
gets an introspective kind of “this world is reflecting my life in some way” plot, and the other                  
group gets an action-based “this world is trying to kick my ass” plot. There are exceptions, sure,                 
but they’re slim. Most of the time, it’s done well, and isn’t terribly noticeable. Those two plots,                 
sometimes, also intertwine cleverly. Which, more or less, is how it goes in “Summer of Love.”  

Despite the characters being paired off, Rembrandt is mostly on his own. Wade’s plot in               
this episode is sadly negligible. We’re supposed to be learning new insights on a new character!                
But we just learn that she’s a kind of spiritual airhead? Okay, okay, that’s harsh— Wade never                 
comes off negatively in the episode, but basically all she does in the episode is sit on some                  
pillows and explain astrology. Which should be a joke that lands better— the hippies don’t know                
what the signs are! They’ve never heard of The Beatles! But it’s still frustrating that’s all she gets                  
to do, especially when Rembrandt gets such a powerhouse of a storyline.  

Rembrandt goes driving, ostensibly looking for Quinn & Arturo. Most likely realizing that             
there’s a really, really, slight chance he would ever find two people in a city as big and twisty as                    



San Fran (even if they were actually in the same place, which he has no reason to believe), he                   
instead goes for an emotional detour. He looks up a house he used to live in. 

Which is a more revealing character decision than the episode lets on. Remember,             
Rembrandt is stuck on a journey he didn’t want to go on in the first place. That, more than                   
“comic relief,” more than “I’m the one who gets everything explained to” more than anything               
else— this is his role in the story. He’s the only one who didn’t sign up for this. He’s spent less                     
time thinking about parallel dimensions than even Wade has. He’s not in this for adventure, it’s                
not really a part of his mission. So when he gets what is probably the first free time he’s had                    
since they started sliding, he doesn’t go to a library and figure out what the history of this world                   
was (which, by the way, has something to do with a War in Australia, Oliver North being the                  
president, and other things that lead to this world being a thinly-veiled-yet-still-vague Vietnam             
analogy that only makes sense to Tracy Tormé). 

Remmy’s checking up on his past, on a world he doesn’t even know if he exists in.                 
Rembrandt’s already been faced with the concept of doubles, but he’s yet to meet a double of                 
himself— the concept is still foreign to him. Having a double of a “shyster lawyer” he knows from                  
TV tell you you’re supposed to be dead is different than walking into a house you used to live in                    
and seeing your own memorial take place.  

Which, of course, is exactly what happens. 
So it turns out, in this world, Rembrandt’s double is in the military, and he’s dead. He’s                 

also married to a woman, that in our Earth, never gave him the time of day. So here he is,                    
granted with everyone’s wish to see your life as it could have turned out. And, Rembrandt being                 
Rembrandt, bumbles his way into living out this fantasy, stepping in his double’s shoes for a                
minute. 

The next morning, Rembrandt gets a true sense of how his life could have turned out.                
He’s got a son! Rembrandt Jr., of course! His wife treated him to some rampant sex! He is so                   
bow-legged! Rembrandt though, learns a brutal truth from his son: he is actually totally… well,               
it’s hard to describe. The show here is rooting itself firmly in sort of ‘traditional’ female/male                
roles, by which I mean “kind of sexist,” and… okay fine, I’ll just quote Rembrandt Jr. on this one:                   
“ain’t nobody whipped as you, dad!” Womp womp! 

It’s an easy, shitty joke, sure, but Cleavant Derricks plays it pretty well, actually              
succeeding (albeit somewhat horrifically, though I’m just going to choose to read it as a               
Simpsons nod) in adding humor to a scene of Rembrandt strangling his double’s son.              
Rembrandt is forced to escape his double’s house while his double’s raging wife fires a shotgun                
at him. Man, love ‘em and leave ‘em, amirite? 

I’m being critical of this (it’s a little over-the-top); but it’s still crucial to understanding the                
more human, personable elements of Rembrandt that he would not only seek out his double’s               
life, but also instantly try to graft himself to it. In this way, it’s smart of the show for Remmy to                     
learn why that isn’t a good idea in a totally ridiculous way. He needs to learn the lesson that he                    
isn’t home, no matter how hard he tries to tell himself otherwise. Since his character, at this                 
point, is completely over-the-top, so too must be his lesson. It’s the only thing he’d understand. 

On the other side of the episode, Quinn & Arturo engage in some hijinks while trying to                 
find a place to A) live, B) fix the broke-ass cellphone, C) not be arrested by this world’s FBI.                   
There are some shenanigans where they run into Bennish, but he has short hair and loves                



republicans (in this world, it really was a plant holder). They manage to find a place to live,                  
owned by an insane old crone who holds stiff rubber mice up at them. Her name is literally Mrs.                   
Tweak. Their apartment comes with a giant whiteboard (like all giant cash-up-front warehouse             
apartments run by insane old women who hold fake dead rats are), so they get to working on                  
fixing the timer. 

There’s a moment when Quinn solves the equation they’re working on really quickly and              
Arturo gazes on it with awe and a little bit of jealousy (shades of Salieri!), but they’re soon                  
distracted by doubles of the FBI agents from the teaser. Hey, they really did mean something to                 
the plot as a whole! Anyways, in keeping with the “wrapping up our plot threads” spirit, while                 
being interrogated by the Alt-narcs (including a great bit where John Rhys-Davies flubs a line               
and says “pipe-bam” before correcting himself), Quinn hears Remmy singing… one of his own              
songs? Okay, Remmy, if singing a song you wrote yourself is how you keep your mind from                 
unravelling, then go for it. Anyways, Quinn tries to yell to the Cryin’ Man, but the Narcs are not                   
having it. Then Arturo suddenly learns Kung Fu, and steals an agent’s gun. 

Quinn runs for Remmy’s car, followed swiftly by the first of many embarrassing moments              
for Arturo, namely “making John Rhys-Davies run all the time for some reason.” He literally does                
a barrel roll into Remmy’s caddy, and they escape! Which is followed by friends reunited! Which                
turns out just to be Arturo admonishing Wade for teaching the hippies the lyrics to “All You Need                  
Is Love.” That’s weird! Wade barely has a plot at all in this episode, and at the end the paternal                    
character chides her for it? Not cool! Then the alt-narcs show up at the hippie compound, and                 
they have a final standoff that is totally devoid of tension as the dope-ass cellphone counts                
down to their escape. 

 
It’s the first of many moments where the tension is derived from “will they make the                

slide?” For now, that’s probably a good thing. There’s certainly a thought experiment to be had                
of the show being more of a “tour of the multiverse” than a “band on the run” kind of vibe. But as                      
long as the trope of “will we miss the slide?” doesn’t become the focal point of nearly every                  
episode, or if they also start “losing the timer,” they’ve still got a setup that can remain fresh.  

In any case, they slide off of hippie world and end up on another desolate, empty world.                 
Full-circle, it seems. They poke around for a bit, then hear a rumbling sound in the distance.                 
Going to investigate, they are greeted by a sight that makes the Spiderwasps a little less scary                 
(if we are defining “scary” in terms of “how bad the special effects are”)—an atrocious-looking               
tidal wave. Rembrandt lets us know that he cannot swim. I don’t think he has to worry— it’s                  
clearly just a shot of some bathwater blown up. This is why we can’t have nice things. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Will You Be My Queen?  (Prince of Wails) 
Written by Lee Goldberg & William Rabkin 

Directed by Felix Alcala 
Original Airdate: April 12,1995. 

 
 

This time, instead of Russia ruling America, it’s England. Arturo’s double           
is the Sheriff of San Fran, who’s in charge of The British States of America. The                
Prince of Wales thinks Wade is cute, and the Sheriff wants him dead. Quinn              
starts another American Revolution. Hijinks ensue. 

 
Remember that we’re supposed to be watching this after ”Summer of Love,” not before,              

as FOX would have you think. If you recall at the end of “Love,” a huge and unimpressive tidal                   
wave was about to destroy the sliders. 

Anyways, here they are! Not dead! Hanging on to something! Rembrandt is making lots              
of seafood references, stopping just short of sticking his tongue out with a mouthful of food (but                 
I’m sure it’s only an actual lack of food that is keeping him from doing just that). He also says                    
that Quinn can’t “control his vortex,” which probably hits too close to the bone for Quinn.                
Interdimensional sexuality aside, they are actually holding on to the very tippy top of the               
Transamerica Tower, a fact I imagine exists just to continue this season’s tendency to beat us                
over the head with the fact that they are in San Francisco. So even though that shit-ass                 
bathwater tidal wave was like, ten seconds to squishing them, they manage to get to the very                 
top of that building, then get outside, then climb to the very top, then wait out the tidal wave                   
(which somehow didn’t just knock that building RIGHT OVER), then manage to hang on for               
hours until it was broad daylight (it's pretty clear it wasn't like, 5AM when they slid out of Hippie                   
World, so how could it already be like, 1PM on Tidal World)? 

Regardless of how inane this all is, at least we’re striving for continuity. That was a joke.                 
Also a joke is the atrocious CG shark that starts menacing them. There’s your teaser! The rest                 
of the episode is waiting for 35 minutes until the next window opens! Just kidding. Instead, the                 
rest of the episode is just the Pilot, Part Three. 

Not really just kidding on that one, but we’ll return to it in a little bit. 
With absolutely zero tension, they manage to make it off of the top of the building,                

avoiding the atrocious CG shark. Oh god, the shark. It’s moments like these that make me                
wonder what the hell this show is trying to do. I can’t speak for viewers in 1995, but was that                    
shark still not the worst shark ever? Even though it’s not implied anywhere by any of the writers                  
or staff, etc, the shark still lets the audience imply, by dint of its abnormal size and all around                   
un-shark-ness, that it’s just the way the world they’re on is. The show, with that fucking shark, is                  
actively asking the audience to say “it’s a parallel world, who cares?” That phrase will stick                
around to haunt us all, I promise. Man, I really hate that shark! 

But still, I have to applaud at least the commitment of the writers at this point to include                  
these bookending worlds. It’s just tough when bookender worlds are obviously written when the              
writers have a big concept world and need an extra five minutes to pad the rest out. I just have                    



to wonder, who thought the shark was a good idea? Is this a network mandate? Use more                 
money? Get more action? I have no idea. 

But for now, they escape the shark and all that it implies. They slide into a fountain in                  
broad daylight. No one apparently is flummoxed by the fact that a huge vortex opened up and                 
dispensed four wet hippies into a fountain. But that’s because they are too busy bowing to them!                 
Huh! After Wade almost gets hit by a car because she loves gossip rags, the sliders discover                 
that Arturo seems to be some kind of a big deal. Or an axe murderer, since this ”hotel manager”                   
dude is absolutely terrified of Arturo taking his head off after making a pun about it? At least                  
they get to check into a hotel for free! And get to dress up nice!  

In the hotel, Wade keeps reading about this “Prince Harold” who, the gossip rags will tell                
you, keeps having orgies with old women. That’s weird! Quinn’s like “England is weird, I don’t                
like England” and Arturo says something to the effect of “they’re waiting for a precocious college                
kid to show them the error of their ways.” Translation: “FORESHADOWING JACKHAMMER.”            
But then, on the television, is trouble, by which I mean Alt-Turo II: The Maxening. Professor                
Arturo’s double is the Regent— the ruler of the British States of America! 

Well, dang. So much for “no involvement!” They steal some cash (no, really), food, and a                
car, and are feeling pretty solid about it. And now we introduce what is my favorite element of                  
early episodes of Sliders: Arturo reading a “World Almanac” sort of thing and learning everything               
about this parallel universe, in an easy to understand manner. 

So we learn that on this world: 
 

•George Washington died. But like, earlier than on our world. 
•Due to this dying thing, the Founding Fathers never founded anything. 
•Because of the American Revolution being a non-starter, no other countries rallied            
behind our good example. 
•The world is now ruled by a small amount of monarchies. 
•The King is Dead, Prince Harold is next in line, and Alt-Turo is regent in his stead. 

 
So you see, here we have the alternate world that inspired the whole show. If you recall,                 

it was an article about Washington having a brush with death with the brits that got Tracy Tormé                  
thinking about how cool alternate history is, and here we are. It might be a little easy for Arturo                   
to seemingly read all of that in an almanac, but he’s a smart guy. I’m sure he’s just putting the                    
pieces together.  

In any case, it’s so far the most fleshed-out alternate history we’ve had yet, and… it                
makes no sense, from a history standpoint. America did not “invent Democracy,” nor was even               
the Bill of Rights our invention either— England had one during the American Revolution. The               
Constitution was a patchwork quilt of ideas nicked from foreign minds put together by a group of                 
desperate people. Even if it never existed, the ideas inside it already did. So to posit that if                  
George Washington died then Everywhere Would Be a Monarchy is wholly ridiculous, and goes              
out of its way to undermine the entire premise of the show. You just can’t have “Alternate                 
History” be the driving premise of something if you have no idea what real history looks like. 

So let us then develop an alternative, redemptive reading, one that does have some              
basis in reality. “Prince of Wails” is not intended to be historically accurate— the whole               



enterprise is an extended parade through the way Americans see the British. This is backed up                
by Tormé, who said at the time: 
 

“That was written by two writers who had just spent a year in             
England, and although they had many good things to say about           
the place, it was also their way of exorcising a lot of things they              
didn’t like — the food, British engineering breaking down… It was           
almost a parody of British things.”  
 

So there’s that. This is a paper-thin excuse, but it gives us a better lens to view this                  
episode through. It’s not trying to give a thoughtful view of how a Monarchy would affect                
America. It’s just trying to have a bit of a laugh about the Queen. 

Honestly, it’s working on the same logic as the People’s Court in the Pilot. There the idea 
was the ridiculous becoming a genuine threat, and the mix of tension and comedy that is 
derived from that. Here, it’s not that cut and dry– there’s no gulag being threatened here. But it’s 
similar in the way that the sliders are in a ridiculous world built out of parody but have to 
navigate it seriously. This ignores, of course, the fact that there is no way an intellectually proud 
man like Arturo would take this at face value. But it’s at least a start, a way forward. 

Back in the episode are the automotive troubles the writers wanted to make fun of. This                
at least is funny because Arturo stays in the car while the others push it through the woods. Also                   
funny is that these woods are where Oakland is in real life. It’s the Oakland Royal Gaming                 
Preserve! They’re still (okay, Arturo is) pontificating about what would have allowed monarchy to              
continue on a world when the Army shows up. 

An Eyepatched-double-of-Quinn-&-Wade’s-Computer-Store-Boss, Hurley, who leads this      
group of troops, is wondering if Arturo (who they assume is his double) is there to watch the                  
operation. The sliders, understandably confused, are like “sure?” Then, off in the woods, they              
see a man going hunting. Putting two and two together (and throwing aside the idea of                
“non-involvement” they keep threatening to enact), they realize the hunter is about to be              
assassinated by the British Army. Wade, having read all the tabloids on the world, realizes it’s                
the Prince of England! They just accidentally stopped a coup! 

I bet that rankles, Arturo. Your double on this world was plotting to kill the Prince!                
Anyways, they go back to their car which has been totally stripped, and are promptly captured                
by the Raiders. Who live in the Oakland Forest Preserve. Which makes them The Oakland               
Raiders. This joke is good. Quinn, being a genius, and also a man who doesn’t want a snotty                  
british woman wearing a beret to stab him in the face, offers up Arturo and The Prince as                  
hostages. Okay! 

We then meet Alt-Turo, the Sheriff of San Francisco. He’s smarmy! He’s an asshole!              
He’s self-centered! He wrote a book called Everything I Say Is Right, which is the best book                 
ever and the cover of which was every Sliders fan’s desktop background at some point! He’s                
also ruthless, obsessed with public opinion, and hates the public and the press (God, who does                
this remind you of?). He only wants power! And he’ll stop at nothing to get it! Including, it would                   
seem, ordering a “hunting accident” on the Prince so he can become THE KING OF AMERICA.                
His character, from the first moment we hear of him, is written in broad strokes. You can tell the                   



writers were imagining him to, like, twirl a mustache or something. But John Rhys-Davies, being               
the best, adds a whole slew of tics and little moments that give the guy, if not some humanity,                   
then at least some weight, some realism. Which is to say, he does his job as an actor. 

The idea of “doubles” is one of the more interesting bits in the Sliders playbook, when                
done well. It feeds right into the “not only is anything possible historically, also anything is                
possible in my life” idea. The notion that if you wanted to change your life, in another world, it is                    
changed. There are only a couple of episodes that adequately tap into that, though. Most of the                 
time doubles are used for comic relief, bait-and-switchers, or ridiculous enemies. Sheriff Arturo             
here isn’t really the “anything is possible” kind of double, he’s a comedic-adversary mix. But               
because Rhys-Davies has fun with it (and that brings up the other fact that having “doubles” on                 
a show is a real treat for actors), he sells it. 

But there’s a problem with Alt-Turo, too. The problem is that he’s exactly the same               
Alt-Turo that we heard about in the Pilot. He has the same position! Now, we never meet                 
Soviet-Arturo, but it isn’t hard to imagine that they’d act much the same. Now all we need is for                   
Quinn to start spouting Robin Hood rhetoric and lead the Oakland Raiders on a revolution for                
independence from the government that oppresses them! Which he does, almost immediately.            
To a dope-ass rock jam, Quinn kind of accidentally leads a revolution! 

So now we’ve got a real problem. The sliders have slid onto a world where another                
country’s government has been grafted onto their own. They don’t like it, so they more or less                 
lead a revolution that in theory could have global consequences. Sure, fine, whatever, I thought               
the first episode was fine. But this is the third episode of the series and we are already point                   
blank ripping off the pilot! Even if it’s the fifth episode, like it was aired, that’s still way too soon! 

Is it really that hard to think of ideas for a show about parallel universes? Not only that,                  
but a different plot for those ideas to bounce around in? Apparently it is. It’s also endemic of that                   
classic sci-fi show trope where the government of what city they land on in the capital of THE                  
WORLD. Like on Star Trek, they’re always beaming down and talking to one dude about the                
WHOLE PLANET. I don’t care how utopian you think yourself to be, it will never work like that.                  
Likewise, why would the seat of ALL British authority be located in San Francisco? Why               
wouldn’t it be in, I don’t know, ENGLAND?  

The episode tries its hardest to distract us from that lack of thought, instead devoting a                
sizable chunk of time to the Trials of Prince Harold. This sublot starts poorly, mostly with him                 
hitting on Wade (though to his credit, he at least cringes after a poorly executed “you’re pretty”).                 
Wade, being too nice, humors him, saying that her life is just too “complicated” to date anyone.                 
Harold, igniting the hearts of all two shippers Sliders has, saying “you’re in love with Quinn.” She                 
shuts us down with an “it’s not like that.” I don’t know, maybe it is!!!! 

After this, he escapes the Oakland Raiders and finds himself wandering the slums of              
San Fran, seeing true poverty for apparently the first time. There’s a plot here that isn’t really                 
focused on, and it’s a drag— the Royal learning what Real Life is, while still pretty stock, at least                   
a more noble story than the weird action porridge the episode settles on. 

The episode ends with a race against time to save Quinn from execution (he’s arrested               
while Prince Harold is roaming the slums), and a ridiculous sequence where Arturo “invents” the               
Bill of Rights, which I guess is all that this world was missing? Prince Harold reads the Bill of                   
Rights on TV and… that works, I guess? Democracy is saved! Is this a Staples? Because that                 



was easy! Rembrandt slips in the amendment that “James Brown is the Godfather of Soul.”               
Uh… okay! Why be this controlling about the future of government? Sure, they’d need some               
pointers on how a Democracy functions, but isn’t it best to let this world figure it out on their                   
own? 

Which leads to this eternal question: did this world really need “saving?” I mean,              
obviously, at this point, Quinn ended up leading the Raiders because it was either make his                
“Robin Hood” speech or watch the Raiders murder Arturo, but still. Once he got Arturo free,                
couldn’t he have just taken the sliders to some hotel and waited it out? Maybe! There’s nothing                 
really, other than Alt-Turo, that’s visibly wrong with this Universe. Sure, there’s a slum, but that’s                
all we see of the squalor in the world, and it doesn’t strongly suggest the entire world’s form of                   
government is fucked and needs changing (instead it also exclusively functions to give Prince              
Harold a way to get woke, but even then, it’s not like his “wokeness” is really a crucial thing). But                    
that’s the kind of thinking that you’d do if you actually stopped to, y’know, think.  

So, for better or worse, this episode can be used as a litmus for whether or not this show                   
is for you. It’s soon enough in the show, and seems like it’s functioning like a typical episode of                   
Sliders, right? No— using “Prince of Wails” as a typical episode of Sliders is a terrible idea. For                  
starters, the Pilot certainly does a better job of introducing its premise.  

Sliders is a show about alternate histories, right? Well, I’d actually argue “wrong.” Yes, it               
takes place in a flurry of parallel dimensions, and uses a fictional scope of history to frame its                  
setting, but it’s never been about history. It’s goal to be a quirky comedy. Soviet World in the                  
Pilot was just a rehashing of every lazy Red Scare bit of iconography that ever existed. It wasn’t                  
supposed to be realistic. If anything, the tension there was to show what would happen if our                 
50s imaginings of the Evil Commies was real. 

So here, we have an episode that’s devoted to having a laugh about the English. It’s                
about English stereotypes (from America), not English fact. This episode has way more of a toe                
in the camp of ...well, camp, than it does “serious bit of alternate history.” There are people                 
called the Oakland Raiders, for heaven’s sake. Sliders is not an educational show. So to take it                 
to task for assuming that the show should know that Democracy is not an American invention is                 
kind of missing the point (it’s a missed opportunity, sure, but not the point). The problem here is                  
that this episode takes the whole “no, it’s just a parody” too far, completely overshadowing its                
intended humor with a terrible sense of history that isn’t quite lampshaded enough to make the                
joke land. It’s the quintessential case of identity crisis the show suffers from: the idea that it “has                  
to be about parallel history” makes it so that’s the only part of the show it thinks it has to take                     
seriously, when it’s actually the thing it should be poking fun at the most. 

This episode is fine, but it’s far too flawed to be the standard of Sliders. The fact is that                   
FOX actually had the right idea to not air this episode third (a point which Robert K. Weiss                  
agreed, for what it’s worth to the fans that love to demonize FOX).  

After watching “Prince of Wails,” it’s easy to believe that this show is derivative horseshit.               
I, of course, believe that there is still merit to this show, even at this point. The main problem                   
with “Prince of Wails” is that it is too close to the Pilot, not that it gets history wrong. If anything,                     
the fact that it gets history so completely wrong is funny. The show just needs to break out of                   
the shell it’s already built around itself. 
 



A Fascist Tool of Immuno-oppression (Fever). 
Written by Ann Powell & Rose Schact 

Directed by Mario Azzopardi 
Original Airdate: March 29, 1995 

 
 

The team lands on a world where Quinn’s double is Patient Zero for a              
deadly virus without a cure. After Wade is immediately infected by the virus, the              
others must race against time to find the cure.  Pharmaceutical hijinks ensue. 

 
So where are we now? It’s either episode four, or two, depending on which order you’re                

viewing in. There’s an argument inherent to this episode as to whether or not the original                
running order or FOX’s revised running order was the better bet. As we saw last time, I’m going                  
to be arguing in FOX’s favor here. 

And what’s this episode about? Well, it starts with a misdirection of a teaser— we’re on                
Oil World! San Francisco is on top of a gold mine! Everyone is rich, and strangers will make out                   
with Arturo in celebration! The way the cast watches Arturo kissing is genuinely hilarious. Quinn               
also gets some good news. There’s an oil well in his backyard! He’s rich! Everyone is rich on                  
this world! Here’s the alternate history: 

 
•There’s oil in different places. 
 
ALRIGHHHT! The Sliders are rich! How long do they have on this world to soak up the                 

dollaz? Quoth Arturo: “’bout a minute.” LOL. Guess they better slide. Check out the dope graffiti                
that says “Greed is $exy,” which is… sure, it’s funny! Ha ha ha. Except it seems like the San                   
Fran Oil Boom is brand new to that morning, which means that it only took half an hour for                   
someone to tag that alley. Way to go, street artists. Anyways, we slide. Wade had crazy inertia                 
up in that wormhole and is thrown into the path of a truck, and almost gets hit! But she’s saved                    
by a mysterious man in a trenchcoat. 

She gives him a thank you peck on the cheek, and the man (who we now see is very                   
jaundiced) says “how could you do that? I was trying to help you.” Arturo is so pissed that                  
someone wouldn’t want Wade to kiss them. I agree with him, but I’m willing to give the stranger                  
the benefit of the doubt. Almost immediately Rembrandt is like “hey, a Burger Joint!” Arturo is                
like “I WANT BEEF WELLINGTON,” because obviously that’s what you get at burger joints?              
When they walk through the door they’re like, cyber-wanded? Like, it’s a metal detector that               
lights up. The shot of them being Cyber-Wanded is really too long. This episode is so slow! It’s                  
still the teaser! ALL THEY’VE DONE IS GONE TO A DINER. But it’s a pretty weird diner. All of                   
their hamburgers are vacuum-sealed. That’s weird! There’s a trucker dude who is coughing.             
The camera is lingering on him, and all the diners are watching him. 

Rembrandt is upset about his weird burger (“you can take a man’s soul and try it, you                 
can take his bones and break them, but to do this to a burger…”)! It is apparently so disgusting                   
he has to spit it out in the bathroom sink. But Rembrandt, perking his attention not unlike a                  
curious dog (sorry, Remmy, but it’s true!), he sees a weird poster: it is another Alt-Quinn! He’s                 



“Patient Zero!” He’s public enemy number one! As Rembrandt masterfully shifts his face from “I               
am comic relief” to “Oh holy shit this is serious” he says, “oh no,” and we cut to the credits. 

Now that’s a teaser! Maybe it was a little too long, and you can argue that Oil World was                   
unnecessary. But thinking of it outside the realm of “I’m watching a Television show, does it                
make sense as nothing more than a Television show,” it’s a little better. I think I’ve said before,                  
but I’ll certainly say it again— when this show takes time to show the sliders sliding, I’m really                  
into it.  

Any great show, even/especially those that don’t concern themselves with serialization,           
are vastly benefitted by the sense that there’s a larger world outside what we’re watching. The                
world doesn’t stop because we aren’t looking at it. Sliders might not do that much in the way of                   
world-building (which is a funny thing to say about a show where the very premise is about new                  
worlds), but when an episode starts mid-slide, I’m automatically more engaged with what’s             
going on. When the actors go along with this idea, I’m even more involved. So when Rembrandt                 
looks at that wanted poster of Quinn, his face is pretty much perfect. In the last ten minutes he’s                   
gone from Excited to Disappointed to Worried to Relieved to Disgusted. And now he’s faced               
with the realization that he didn’t even know how bad his day was about to get. 

In any case, these sliders have got to book it. The HYGIENE POLICE ARE HERE.               
Thankfully, they are not here to bust Quinn. Just the coughing trucking man. Which strikes me                
as a little silly that no one would recognize Quinn IMMEDIATELY if his face is printed on so                  
many posters (and as we’ll see, there are so many posters). But whatever. Wade starts feeling                
funny, and the team’s gotta split up. Remmy and Wade head to the motel, where Will Sasso is                  
the clerk, and sprays them with antiseptic spray (which is a thing a dude in a 7-11 really did to                    
me once). Rembrandt claims Wade is hungover. Wade, taking him too seriously, passes out. 

Arturo & Quinn go to the pharmacist, which is actually an apothecary on this world. They                
check out all the ‘legal herbs.’ Arturo tries to get some Aspirin, and the dude working the register                  
doesn’t know what he’s talking about! That’s weird! Is there a conspiracy to give everyone a                
headache? This is starting to sound like an X-File!  

Now see here, one of the great things about television in the 90s is that they shot                 
everything in Canada (this is actually still a thing about television, but mostly it takes place in                 
Atlanta). Because of this, Sliders and The X-Files end up sharing a lot of guest stars (there’s                 
also a legend about Jerry O’Connell playing basketball with David Duchovny, which is… hot),              
but none are as noticeable of one of the Lone Gunmen showing up in this weird apothecary                 
(and, because of this appearance, there is now one episode of The X-Files that Ringo Langly                
doesn’t appear in). Anyways, Langly’s like “Yeah, there’s a conspiracy. Quinn, you are so cool.”               
Quinn is like “uh no different Quinn?” It doesn’t work. Langly’s already called the cops on Quinn.                 
Arturo goes back to the hotel, because Quinn got shot with a dart and is now in custody of the                    
Hygiene Police.  

Back at the hotel, we have a sequence when Wade starts tripping heavy on the Q (the                 
disease that Alt-Quinn supposedly gave the world here, wow, what a name). Her scene in the                
hotel is pretty fantastic, with her imagining that Arturo and Rembrandt are hideous beasts. It’s a                
wildly impressive moment from the makeup department. They even do the “scary arms grabbing              
from the bed” but, but the episode is edited well enough that it’s not dumb or embarrassing,                 
which, considering the moments we’ve already had on this show (atrocious CG tornado,             



atrocious CG spiderwasp, atrocious CG tidal wave, atrocious CG shark, and let’s be honest,              
sometimes even the vortex), is truly amazing. 

But here’s what is dumb. So far in the show, her character’s done such wonderful things                
like “sitting on pillows” and “getting hit on by a Prince.” Now, here, she’s reduced to staring                 
wide-eyed at her friends while tripping. Later, she’s reduced to dreaming about Quinn calling her               
“angel” and “love of his life” or some bull. I’m not asking for much, but seriously? This is all they                    
can come up with for Wade? I’d like to say that it’s unfair to hold up Sliders to its                   
contemporaries, but is it really? The closest peer this show has is The X-Files, and Dana Scully                 
is still a stronger, more fully developed character than most shows today have. But if we’re in a                  
show where one character is probably the most typical sort of “token black man” ever seen, I                 
guess I shouldn’t be surprised. 

So Wade ends up tripping so hard she leaves the hotel and walks into the San Fran                 
chapter of the Q Continuum (the place where all the infected hide from the hygiene police), and                 
of course Alt-Quinn is there, because rule number one of sliding is “coincidence rules all.” His                
mullet is somehow even more amazing than Wade’s. They basically throw Wade into a bed and                
forget she’s on the show, while Arturo and Rembrandt are more or less accepted into the                
Q-Continuum.  

Their scenes here turn out to be the meat of this episode. Alt-Quinn is a pretty fantastic                 
character here, and Jerry O’Connell really seals the deal with his double-playing here. In the               
pilot, that alt-Quinn was basically just Jerry O’Connell with extra smarm. Here, Q-Quinn is              
another person, sharing some mutual experiences that still makes him clearly “Quinn Mallory,”             
but still a different person— harder, more determined, but still resigned to a fate. He lets Arturo                 
know that nothing can cure the Q. Arturo is like “whoa, even antibiotics? PENICILLIN?” And               
Q-Quinn is like “literally what is that.” 

And guess what? This is brilliant. The only real alternate history here is that antibiotics               
weren’t invented. That’s it. That’s what’s allowed the Q to ravage a population. And because of                
this, Arturo then takes it upon himself to go through a trash can and invent penicillin. Now, yes,                  
that’s so silly. But it’s also something that makes Arturo an incredible character. Like, literally as                
soon as he finds out there’s no penicillin, he immediately goes to invent it. And it’s not even that                   
he’s got the Q, and so do his friends, and doesn’t want to die (though that’s certainly a fire up                    
his ass), it’s just that it’s nothing more than the right thing to do. Which is amazing. It’s also                   
amazing that he runs around yelling PENICILLIN so much. Seriously, he’s always yelling             
PENICILLIN. 

So yes, they invent penicillin. That’s what kind of show this is. We finally break out of the                  
“overthrow the government” style of episode, and we immediately invent penicillin. That’s            
Sliders. But that’s great! Inventing penicillin is genius— it’s the perfect reaction to the People’s               
Court-style comedy the show is trying to make. Arturo is responding to the silliest part of the                 
alternate history, the lack of antibiotics, and solving it with the silliest thing he can think of—                 
inventing them. I love it! 

I suppose I should mention Our-Quinn’s storyline in this episode, which is... not great. It’s               
pretty clear that this entire segment was dreamed up because they had to meet a quota of                 
“action-adventure,” with a pretty girl, because all the scientific PENICILLIN nonsense was way             



too brainy for TV. So we’re stuck in a very sparse “room of science” watching Jerry O’Connell be                  
probed. How nice. Seriously, it’s just Jerry tied up shirtless being sprayed with water.  

There’s a brief question of “oh man did Quinn’s double make the Q,” but pretty much as                 
soon as we meet Alt-Quinn here, we know he’s innocent. Also the doctor who seems to be in                  
charge of the entire CHC is so cartoonishly evil it would be ridiculous not to assume he’s behind                  
something. Alt-Quinn spells it out for us later, that said cartoonish dude gave him the Q and                 
threw him into society. Later the cartoon man says to a cab driver (Pay-vell, no less!) “I’ll make                  
sure you get the Q!” Then he twirls his enormous (implied) mustache. There’s a scant brushing                
of a romance plot, too. But basically it’s just the first in what will turn out to be a very, very long                      
list of blonde women who have an interdimensional thing for Quinn.  

Anyways, she dies. It’s funny that during that scene, Rembrandt is watching Quinn             
cradle a dying woman, and he’s just like “Quinn drop that dead body and run towards me!” He’s                  
so chill about it, he sort of cocks his head like a little confused puppy. But anyways, they                  
escape. Everyone escapes. PENICILLIN works! Alt-Quinn is like “eat a dick cartoon man!” And              
they slide out. Into a coda world where they are in a tent about to maybe be eaten by cannibals?                    
It’s deeply silly, but at least we get the immortal Rembrandt line, “don’t look at me, I’m just a                   
Chicken McNugget, you’re the quarter pounder.” Wow! 

So, the million dollar question— which was the better choice of lead-off, post-pilot             
episode? As much as I’m loathe to say it, especially since the decision was based mostly on                 
how well “Outbreak” did at the box office (no, seriously), I think “Fever” is the better episode.                 
And not even just because it’s more fun (which it is, undoubtedly). It just does more for the                  
characters, it does more to let us know who these people are, and how they work as a team. It’s                    
also hopeful, and we learn why sliding is good instead of just fun (or dangerous!). I don’t know,                  
“Summer of Love” might be a more interesting piece of television, but “Fever” is much more                
satisfying. Even if Wade doesn’t have much to do, the concern that the other characters have                
for her tells us as an audience how important she is to them. It’s not great that she’s defined by                    
everyone around her, but it serves to endear us to her. 

It also, very innocuously, shows us the ins and outs of sliding. They visit three different                
worlds in this episode, all of which are painted in just broad enough strokes to show that they’re                  
different from one another. It’s impressive, and actually does go a long way to show that “sure,                 
it’s similar to Quantum Leap, but it’s not the same.” And with its willingness to do something so                  
silly like “invent penicillin,” but treat it deeply seriously, it really shows itself to be a different,                 
more interesting show. Let’s see where it goes from here. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Biggest Sale in the History of Discount Electronics (Last Days). 
Written by Dan Lane 

Directed by Michael Keusch 
Original Airdate: April 5th, 1995 

 
 

The team lands on a world where an asteroid is due to strike the Earth               
one day before they’re set to leave. Arturo tries to re-invent the atom bomb,              
Quinn & Wade address their feelings, Rembrandt tries to party hard. Emotional            
hijinks ensue. 

 
Hey, we’re all going to die someday. That’s how it works. We could all be in terrible                 

plane crashes, we could get hit by cars, we could have heart attacks and drop dead. It happens.                  
To say that it (as in death) could happen slightly more often to a group of interdimensional                 
travelers would probably be an understatement. Already in the show thus far, the sliders have               
been infected with a plague, almost put to death for treason, almost gunned down in epic                
shootouts with Russians. It’s a dangerous job, but there’s always been a way out. 

Until now. 
The slide starts normal enough. The team shares a good laugh about a rough landing.               

Already there’s a casualty: the Professor’s dignity. It’s only when they start to survey the world                
that things start to seem off. A car, casually crashed. A couple, ravenously making out huge on                 
a bench. When they get into the busy part of town, they are greeted with even more insanity. It’s                   
all crazy, people are rioting and looting (in a charming, exceedingly chill way). You know it’s                
crazy when a business man is riding on the back of a motorcycle. That’s funny, I guess.  

The team finds a familiar landmark: Moonatic Electronics. The background joke here is             
that the painted sign for Moonatic Electronics changes between the two episodes— at the end               
of “Wails” it’s a flooded moon and here it’s being hit with a meteor. This is a weird but endearing                    
bit of early Sliders— the dedication of repeatedly showing doubles not only of people but of                
locations. This is a thing that FOX swiftly puts a stop to. Which on the one hand is sad, because                    
that’s a really cute kind of continuity. But on the other hand, that’s not exactly something anyone                 
casually watching the show would notice either. But hey! There’s owner Mace Moon, makin’              
deals, rippin’ up parking tickets.  

In interviews, Tracy Tormé is constantly referring to things he loved bringing back—             
Conrad Bennish, Mace Moon, etc. I get it— his vision for the show at this point clearly involved                  
an evolving group of recurring characters who would show up on the regular. On the one hand,                 
cool! It backs up the stranger side of sliding— the things you take for granted: the lawyer on TV,                   
the guy selling the TVs, you think you know them, but they’re different. In a sense, it’s a better                   
way of getting across the “red light means go” idea from the Pilot. It works to drive home the                   
alienation the gang is bombarded by. 

On the other hand, it’s a hallmark of the cult sci-fi of the 90s: extremely interconnected                
characters, recurring background things that only the most attentive viewers will catch,            
continuity for continuity’s sake. Now, I am not implying that continuity is not important: mixing up                
the ending/beginning of “Summer of Love” and “Prince of Wails” is a fine form of messing up                 



continuity that matters. But here, in this early stage, it is kind of a lot to ask everyone to try to                     
remember who Mace Moon is. It’s too self-congratulatory at a time when the show needs to                
adequately get across what it’s actually about. If it was done better, with more obvious intent, it                 
could have been great— it could have operated as a sitcom, with favorite bit characters               
showing up in the funhouse mirror. 

The sliders immediately take a shine to Mace Moon, who lets them into his shop for                
some friendly exposition. Mace Moon is like, “why aren’t you guys freaking out like everyone               
else” and the Sliders are like “Yes, we do live under a rock.” And Mace is like, watch my                   
television, which is on sale, and also everybody is going to die because a huge fucking asteroid                 
is about to smack the Earth in two days. And the Sliders are like “HA HA HA! GOOD THING WE                    
SLIDE IN …three days.” 

This is a masterful teaser. It opens with just some quirky images that slowly build into                
something more ominous, before giving the gut-punch of the oncoming apocalypse. Plus, it             
does a subtle job of showing how the team has gelled since the Pilot. The whole “we landed on                   
the Professor” gag is funny because it isn’t antagonistic— there’s a clear warmth between the               
cast that’s wonderful to see. 

Also, it’s really cute how at first they’re thinking “hey, maybe this is home!” I know it’s                 
early goings on the journey, but that kind of optimism is extremely charming. And, despite an                
initial freak out, they manage to keep that optimism pretty steady throughout the entire episode.               
They’re going to die! Nothing can stop that!  

In fact, it’s the dance of how they begin to lose and regain that plucky optimism that                 
makes this episode so interesting. There are times when this show stretches its concept in what                
should be an uncomfortable way, but it definitely works here. At first glance, an asteroid flying                
towards Earth doesn’t have anything to do with alternate dimensions. But at this point, we’ve               
hung out with these guys long enough to have a stake in whatever they do. It’s fun hanging out                   
with them! We don’t want them to die. And of course they don’t want to die either.  

The asteroid is basically just an engine for splitting the characters off into individual              
adventure— Quinn & Wade go off to Feel Things, Arturo goes off to try to use Science to Stop                   
The End Of The World, and Rembrandt just Wants To Party, and/or “Find Himself.”  

Quinn & Wade’s storyline begins with Wade’s desire to find their double’s families and              
try to spend time with them. There’s a touching moment when they’re about to split up where                 
The Professor acts like he expects Quinn to come with him and approach the scientists of the                 
world, but then heartwarmingly relents to let him go with Wade. It’s a tiny but dense moment—                 
Quinn wants to come with Arturo, obviously, but Wade’s right there, she’s feeling the situation               
keenly, and he clearly wants to be with her, too, but he could never put that into words. He can’t                    
make the decision by himself— it’s his two halves competing. So Arturo relenting and              
relinquishing him from the duties of science is a kind, sweet blessing.  

Of course, Quinn is bad with emotions. Terribly bad! This is the defining bit about his                
character! After they can’t find any of Wade’s family and they wind up at Quinn’s double’s                
abandoned house, he immediately distances himself from feeling and runs to the basement to              
see if the batcave’s there. It is! He thinks they can use his double’s equipment to help them slide                   
home— even if they don’t find Sliding equipment at first, they find a bunch of toy dinosaurs. The                  
Alt-Quinn here was really into Dinosaurs, and thought that he was trying to invent time travel (a                 



great moment comes when Our Quinn dismisses Alt-Quinn’s theories with a terse “I don’t even               
think Time Travel is possible,” like he’s trying to stave off his disappointment by dragging his                
double). But anyways, despite trying his hardest, the sliding equipment blows up.  

But here’s the thing about Quinn trying so hard— he’s ignoring Wade. She’s obviously              
excited that there’s a chance they can use the equipment to get home, but the whole point of                  
their trip was to connect with loved ones. For Wade in this moment, Quinn is all that she’s got,                   
and he’s blowing her off.  

What follows in their plotline is an extended quiet evening where Quinn and Wade play               
house. They put aside every concern of the episode, and really the show, and live out their own                  
quiet fantasy. It’s as if the Pilot never happened, if Quinn got his shit together and they went out                   
for a bit. They light candles, make dinner, slow dance. It’s unbearably cute (if a little marred by                  
the weird choice of The Room-level porno music playing through the scene). But it’s strangely               
innocent, too— like kids playing at adults. Quinn and Wade, after a couple of false starts, kiss,                 
and they kiss hard. They kiss like high school students kissing for the first time. 

Because to them, it might well be the last time. As far as they know, the world’s going to                   
end. They might be best friends, but also eachother’s only friends. Why not follow through with                
that crush? Why not play house? Why not pretend it’s all okay? It’s a complex set of scenes—                  
ones that remind you how young Quinn & Wade are (it’s easy to forget that they’re just 22). Two                   
desperate people playing make-believe. It’s an incredible wrinkle to throw into the characters. 

Yet while Quinn & Wade were making dinner for a week, Arturo pops over to a local                 
meeting of scientists. He witnesses the Head Scientist explain the asteroid— it’s coming, it’s big,               
everyone will die. Okay! But in the middle of the meeting, Conrad Bennish Jr. (the stoner                
physicist from the Pilot and “Summer of Love”) busts in and he’s like “NUCLEAR WEAPONS,               
BRO!” And the Scientist is like “literally what is that.” Arturo has a very muted WHAAA. In this                  
moment, we get the surprise alternate history of this world: 

 
•Einstein purposefully bungles the creation of the Atom Bomb. 
•WWII goes on for another five years. 
•Energy is more expensive. 
•Ostensibly, the movie “Red Dawn” was never made. 

 
The last bit is a joke, but that does get me thinking about the changes to popular culture                  

and the zeitgeist in general without the threat of Nuclear War hanging over the world’s heads.                
There wouldn’t have been a cold war! Sadly, the episode doesn’t go there (that’s almost enough                
for an entire season of ideas, really). It instead goes for the adventure of Arturo and Bennish                 
(re)inventing the atom bomb. Arturo, slightly ridiculously, remembers how to make it exactly.             
Because memorizing the schematics for Fat Man is just something you do with your time? But I                 
digress. The show isn’t gung-ho about this invention of Atomics. It instead goes for the charming                
comedy moment of Arturo casually explaining what Einstein fudged in the original design and              
Bennish freaking out at the fact that his entire life’s work was just proved right.  

Arturo, also and obviously, is worried that they’re doing the wrong thing by (re)inventing              
the Bomb, and Bennish is appropriately confused as to why Arturo would be worried. Nuclear               
Energy would be awesome, he says! Arturo warns him of nuclear waste. The scenes of their                



back and forth on the dangers of the Atom are pure gold. It’s great— not preachy on Arturo’s                  
part, and not so naive on Bennish’s. The scene takes a dark turn at the end, when Bennish says                   
“well, who cares what anyone thinks? We’ve got the Bomb!” Arturo is absolutely horrified. He               
decides he’s got to hide the plans to the bomb if they’re successful. And needless to say, Arturo                  
is successful. (Also needless to say is how it is funny that last week the dude invented penicillin                  
and this week he invented the atomic bomb.) Man, it is such a good thing they have Arturo on                   
the team!  

Through all of this, and completely removed from the interests of the rest of the episode,                
is Rembrandt. Which in its way is perfect— after all, who is more removed from the needs of the                   
show than he? To tell an honest story about him, it would have to be at a remove. To start,                    
Rembrandt wants to go to Church. Rembrandt tries to connect with his lapsed Godliness. But all                
the priest can offer is for Remmy to just help out, and be there for people. Remmy is not                   
enthused by the prospect of “churchwork.” He’s too hellbent on sticking to his “me me me”                
persona to see the use in it. 

He instead roams the streets of chaos. Some ultimate-90s dudes almost smack him              
with a car. They’ve stolen a woman from a hospital (what?) and now she is taking her clothes                  
off. So that’s weird, but I’m sure FOX was happy about it. Since Rembrandt is focused on being                  
as far away from the Church as humanly possible, he drives off with these crazy lunatics. They                 
end up at a total rager. Rembrandt ends up singing “Sugarpie Honeybunch,” which is awesome,               
if a little unbelievable that a rowdy part like this would be down with RnB. A dude drives a                   
motorcycle through the deli table. Remmy is having the time of his life. 

Rembrandt meets Caroline, the woman who owns the party house. Her relationship with             
her nasty husband is full of tension and sleaziness and competition over who gets the sleazier                
dance partner. I guess the husband wins on that one, since he goes to creep on the girl from the                    
hospital. Yuck! Anyways, Remmy and Caroline (played by Jennifer Hetrick, who played the             
amazing Vash on Star Trek: The Next Generation, and who will show up again on Sliders when                 
you least expect it) hit it off, whether out of a sense of one upmanship through desperation at                  
the end times. She takes him to a starkly lit back room, where the party ends for Remmy. His                   
face immediately falls at the scene— they’re about to play Russian Roulette! Caroline’s             
husband is like “I love this idea let me go first” and then when Caroline protests, he’s like “if you                    
love me you’d pull the trigger yourself.” Rembrandt, for the first time on the series showing a                 
darkness and intense seriousness, ushers Caroline out. This is not why he’s here. 

Rembrandt didn’t want to go party because he wanted to drink himself to death, or               
eschew humanity and revert to a feral state of animalistic behavior. Rembrandt wanted to be               
around a bunch of fellow humans, and live. He wanted to laugh! Enjoy himself! Use his singing                 
voice to make people happy! His face when he walks around the insanity going on outside is                 
one of bemusement, of curiosity. We see a man who’s a little removed from normal life (not that                  
rioting is normal, but parties are, and Rembrandt is so confused by a party). So when he sees                  
people who’ve truly given up, who have lost their sense of respect for life, he’s disgusted. That’s                 
not why he was there. He wanted to be surrounded by the joy of people grateful to be alive. So                    
that’s why, at the end, he ends up right back at Church, serving food to the scared. 

This episode is important for Rembrandt. It’s a pretty brash redirection for his character.              
Almost completely gone are the strands of comic relief that have held his character back so far.                 



Even at the beginning, he’s angry because of “his career,” how “he’ll never have a hit single                 
again.” But after that, he calms down. Here we start to learn what kind of a person Rembrandt                  
is, and it’s wonderful— he’s a kind, serious soul, with a deep love of life. It’s a surprise, but not                    
out of what little we know of his character. It also shows that Cleavant Derricks has the chops to                   
handle scenes that actually give him something to do. The russian roulette scene is incredible,               
not just because it is a wildly sudden change in tone for the episode, but because that change is                   
completely mirrored on Rembrandt’s face. It’s like the mask comes off, the act of “I’m such a                 
silly soul singer” fades away, and we’re left with someone who is far more human than we’d                 
ever been led to believe. 

The sliders regroup and watch the missile blow up the asteroid. Rembrandt is a little late,                
and for a moment the others think he won’t come. But we, the audience, know now he will.                  
Because a part of a love of life is a love of love, and as we’ve seen from the warmth in the                      
teaser, these people share a bond of love, of deep friendship. It took the face of death, but now                   
it’s sealed— this is a team. 

So far the show has been uneven, but interesting. Thrilling but oddly hesitant. It’s still               
unsure of the kind of show it wants to be, and so far that’s led to both great bits and some sour                      
bits, often in the same episode (PENICILLIN vs. Wet Science Room in “Fever,” Rembrandt Jr.               
vs. Wade’s Astrology Chair in “Summer of Love,” etc.). But, and just so you can get really, really                  
excited— the rest of this season is where this questioning, this searching, this wondering what               
the fuck this show is— it just works. Perfectly. Or about as perfectly as a super-flawed show                 
from the 90s about theoretical physics can be. 

. 
 

Into This Cosmic Mess (The Weaker Sex). 
Written by Dawn Prestwich & Nicole Yorkin 

Directed by Vern Gillum 
Original Airdate: May 3rd, 1995. 

 
 

The team slides into a world where Women are the dominant gender.            
Arturo is so pissed he runs for Mayor. Wildly sexist hijinks ensue. 

 
For the most part, Sliders has aged poorly. This is, to a certain extent, inevitable— even                

something still as beloved as The X-Files is chock full of huge cell-phones, weird lace dresses,                
giant suits, and bad haircuts. Sliders has aged similarly, and that’s part of the charm. But it has                  
also aged in a different, stranger way— the show is full of references to pop cultural or political                  
(in the broadest uses of the terms) events of the time. These things have much different ways of                  
showing their age.  

In this episode’s teaser, the sliders play the classic game of “are we home?” They’re               
playing this game at a pretzel stand, where the clerk says “could you keep it down? The                 
President is about to speak!” And the sliders are like “you mean President Clinton?” “Who else?”                
And then, on the television, comes President Hillary Clinton. Womp womp. They’re not home! 



This joke was cheap in 1995. Today, it’s fucking devastating. Think about it— it’s played               
for a laugh, as in, “what? Hillary as President? No way in a million years!” The fact that it’s been                    
almost 30 years and we haven’t surpassed Sliders is frankly embarrassing. But hey, here we               
are! I hate it! And I’d love to say, “okay, let’s put aside talking about that joke,” but I can’t.                    
Because while at first it seems like a classic “teaser gag,” it’s actually the driving point of this                  
episode.  

To back up a little, there’s a certain amount of free ideas inherent to Sliders’ concept.                
We’ve already gone through most of them— that being variations of the “foreign government in               
power” alternate history (Russia, England, next season it will be France and India, season three               
England again). This week, it’s probably the most obvious idea in the alternate history playbook:               
instead of patriarchy, it’s matriarchy. If President Clinton wasn’t obvious enough, we cut to              
Rodin’s Thinker with breasts: in this world, Women are the dominant gender. 

This episode is tricky. For starters, it’s one of the episodes that changes the most               
between watching it in 1995, 2010, and 2018. In 1995, it has one level— it’s a simple gender                  
swap, a screwball kinda comedy episode where we play with the general stereotypes and              
change it all up. Rembrandt’s storyline, being the simplest, encapsulates this the most— he’s              
basically catfished by a rich woman who just wants to bone, and leaves Rembrandt to comfort                
her spurned former boy toy.  

On writing this seems at best dumb, but in fact it’s the best joke in the whole episode–                  
the simple sight gag of a man acting out the over-emotional girl-on-television stereotype does              
an incredible job of highlighting how stupid that trope is. It’s a deft turn of expectations— we go                  
in, as Remmy does, thinking it’s going to be the age old “cast member gets to bone the guest                   
star.” But it’s the opposite— Rembrandt’s getting used, and his insipid petulance at it is               
genuinely hilarious.  It’s just the rest of the episode that becomes (ho boy) problematic. 

To start, there’s the alternate history of this world. The episode posits that women were               
“sick of men fighting wars” and so they abolished it. Which, albeit a little silly, sounds great. It                  
sounds like the show is actively positing that a world run by women would be a world of peace.                   
However, that peace comes from a farcical notion (Pope Jane Pauley is just… a bad joke), and                 
so it is through the lens of farce that we have to experience this feminine utopia. Which again,                  
shouldn’t be an inherent problem. It’s just through the lens of the current era, the one we’re                 
living in right now, that this stings. Which leaves me with the unpleasant proposition of either                
judging this episode through the lens of the current era, or trying to take it on its own merits. 

There’s really no option there— Sliders as a whole just can’t be judged as if it came out                  
in 2019. Some shows are timeless, and some are not. Sliders is in no way a timeless show. But                   
in a way, that comes out for its benefit— Sliders becomes a strange time capsule of a former                  
era’s zeitgeist. This is a perfect way to view the episode: what was pop culture’s idea of                 
feminism and women’s issues in 1995? 

In that sense, it’s eerie to see what little has changed, how some jokes could easily still                 
be made today. The President Clinton joke is an obvious example, as is the second half of the                  
joke, where the pretzel man says “I feel sorry for the prez, being married to that loudmouth.”                 
That’s a great Bill Clinton joke! But there’s another later in the episode that put my jaw on the                   
floor. To briefly recap the main drive of the episode, incensed by suddenly becoming a “second                
class citizen,” Arturo runs for Mayor of San Francisco—the first man to ever do so. During the                 



mayoral debate, the current mayor Anita Ross defends her equality credentials by declaring “my              
husband is a man. I have two sons who I love dearly.” That line alone is a perfect skewering of                    
the timeless political classic “as a husband and father” defence. It’s an incredible moment that               
shows that the satire here is spot on, when it’s set at the right target.  

The problem here is that for the majority of the episode, I’m not sure it is on the right                   
target. Most of the action here deals with Arturo’s candidacy. On one hand, this makes sense,                
since this would be a huge deal on this world, and for the most part the episode treats it as                    
such. But there’s this weird sense of going too far with it that undercuts whatever message is                 
trying to be made. When a group of “equality minded” men wine and dine Arturo to convince him                  
to run, it’s played as a farce— they’re whining and stamping their feet about the “glass ceiling.”                 
I’m pretty sure the joke is just at the simple idea of a man having to whine about that. But it goes                      
so far that it winds up making the very idea of complaint at inequality seem like a joke. It’s                   
patronizing the very idea of trying to affect change. 

Wade puts it succinctly: “you imposed your value system on people who just aren’t ready               
for it.” Good on you, girl! It’s an important moment in an episode that for some reason                 
completely shoves her to the sideline. Which is bizarre! This should be her moment, but instead                
she sticks to the sidelines and nags at Arturo. He yells at her that she’s just angry that “she’s                   
suddenly in a position of power and is afraid to lose it,” and despite the obvious projection there,                  
you can’t shake the feeling that the episode wants you to agree with him. 

The problem here is that it’s Arturo who’s running for Mayor, trying to change the fabric                
of this world. While it’s easy to imagine him wanting to do this, the script goes a considerable                  
length to make him seem absolutely ridiculous. His scenes are split half and half between               
obvious parody and mockery (his campaign slogans are “a man for a change” and “I favor the                 
good things in life. I oppose the bad things in life”), and trying to build the idea that he believes                    
he’s making a positive influence. Since he’s a main character, the show is built around us                
wanting to trust him. But it’s impossible when he starts monologues with “I feel like Martin Luther                 
King before the march to Selma.” Yikes! It makes for frustrating viewing, because most of this                
episode turns out well. As a parody of the soundbyte based hypocrisy of political campaigns, it’s                
spot on. As a parody of “the experience of a woman in the world,” it’s muddy as all hell.  

Because this episode isn’t about “what would it be like on a world where women had the                 
power that men do,” it’s just “what would it be like if women were men?” It’s just a simple gender                    
swap. So when Wade becomes angry at Arturo for trying to change the status quo and says                 
“the world is nicer here,” we don’t have any evidence of that. We just see Quinn being sexually                  
harassed in the workplace, or Rembrandt getting used for sex. We only see the exact things                
that make this world’s government on par with the British States of America— something in               
need of being overthrown. The comedy just stops when it goes out of its way to make us                  
wonder if Arturo is right to do this. The problem is that men whine when women have more than                   
them already— that part isn’t parody, it’s just our world. But the episode tries to play it as more                   
gags, which just falls flat. 

It’s a disappointment. But it isn’t as infuriating as the teaser makes it out to be. “The                 
Weaker Sex” isn’t a disaster to watch in 2020. It’s only real sin is being outdated. It’s unfortunate                  
to think that a simple farce, played for jokes alone, would have come off better. But in the end, if                    



this is how we get through another one of those obvious setups for Sliders episodes, then it                 
could have been a whole lot worse. 

 
 

Until the Fat Lady Closes The Book (Eggheads). 
Written by Scott Smith Miller & Jacob Epstein 

Directed by Timothy Bond 
Original Airdate: April 1995. 

 
 

On a world where intelligence is viewed the way athleticism is on our             
world, Quinn is forced to take the place of his Olympian double on the team of a                 
nutso sport called Mindgame. Arturo tries to rekindle a secret flame. Wade and             
Rembrandt exist. Theoretical hijinks ensue. 

 
There are plenty of ways for me to introduce this episode, but I’ll go with the most up                  

front: this is my favorite episode. It’s not the best episode (and it’s not a lot of people’s favorite                   
either), but to me, this is the platonic ideal of Sliders. To me, there’s no episode that capitalizes                  
more on the show’s premise. But there’s also no episode that works better within the tenets of                 
how I’m arguing Sliders is supposed to work. It uses all the tricks it has to create a compelling                   
episode that works to an intensely manicured internal logic. No other episode quite works like               
this, and that’s great— in a perfect world, every episode should be this unique, this fearless, this                 
bizarre.  

In this episode, the team finds a world where Intellect is valued the way our world values                 
Athleticism. The teaser packs in all the easy gags— Einstein on a Gap ad! Libraries with later                 
hours! Skater bro blasting classical on the boombox! But those are all done with in minutes— all                 
the easy tropes of the setup are taken care of, and it sets us up to think this is par for the                      
course. But outside of a questionable “Library Rap” halfway through (apparently these were a              
mandate of any 90s TV show), we’re done with easy jokes.  

“Eggheads” is a smart episode because it uses what has already become an easy              
convention on Sliders (slide into a world, laugh at the differences, get in trouble because of                
them, leave), and actually uses that as a way to enhance the story it’s trying to tell instead of                   
just being lazy. It also helps that there’s added stakes at the beginning. Presented with the fact                 
that Alt-Quinn & Alt-Turo of “smart world” are known as “sliders,” our Quinn is sure that they can                  
use his double’s equipment to repair the timer and get home. I mean, sure, that’s the same thing                  
he thought he could do in “Last Days,” but there no one was shouting “oh hey, you’re back from                   
your slide, aren’t you” in his face. Here, that exact thing happens. 

Yet as the episode goes on, it becomes clearer and clearer that there’s no sliding               
machine. It’s not in Quinn’s basement, and it’s not at the university. They don’t get it; their                 
doubles are huge celebrities on this world— Alt-Quinn is an Olympian, Alt-Turo is a playboy               
lecturer (such a great touch!). Yet the episode slowly builds the notion that neither the               
All-American Alt-Quinn or the All-Star Alt-Turo are who they seem to be. Quinn’s foreclosed his               
house! He’s having an Estate Sale! But it isn’t over signified— the episode plays it more as just                  



a hindrance to Quinn’s idea that he can fix the Timer— they don’t stop to think about how weird                   
it is for an Olympian on the Cereal Box to have to sell his house. Likewise, with Alt-Turo, he’s                   
rich! A superstar! Adored by women! But here he is, faced with a seemingly wildly expensive                
divorce from a woman his double has treated terribly. 

So by the time Quinn gets socked in the gut by a latin-spewing Mobster, it’s just proving                 
what we already thought: this world isn’t really that great. Arturo spells it out later for us, but it                   
doesn’t diminish the grim truth: even though this world embraces gnosis, deifies the mind, digs               
brainy dudes, it still suffers from the same lack of a moral compass that our world does. In this                   
case, it’s the similarities that are alienating, not the differences. That’s where the brilliance lies in                
“Eggheads.” So far the central tension of Sliders lies in “how will the sliders deal with this foreign                  
world?” The problems in “Eggheads” come because they’re trying to tiptoe around the things              
they don’t understand, but they can’t see the real threat coming because it’s too familiar to                
them. 

So here we have something interesting— an episode that doesn’t actually wrap up the              
conflicts it raises— once the action gets going, the episode starts to build itself as if Quinn and                  
Arturo are going to fix their seedy doubles’ lives. But they don’t. We never even meet those                 
doubles. Arturo tries to leave a message for his double to better himself, but there’s no                
guarantee that his double will ever see it. And Quinn, who is impersonating his double, just runs                 
away. They enact no palpable change on the way the world works. 

Think about it. In a show that so far has gone out of its way for there to be an easy fix to                       
every problem going on— Quinn starts a revolution, Arturo invents Penicillin, Arturo invents the              
atom bomb, Quinn starts another revolution. This episode has no solution, and that comes off               
as radical. Sliders is cutting against its own grain to make something brilliant out of itself. They                 
find the world to be full of corruption and moral rot, and there’s nothing they can do about it. It                    
doesn’t even come off as cynical— it comes off as realistic. 

And this is before we even get to the fact that for this episode they invented an olympic                  
sport called MINDGAME! And it’s AWESOME! It’s like a mix of othello and flag football? You’ve                
got to run around and get the ball to certain squares while reciting lists of science facts, like                  
reciting Pi to fourteen places. It’s a true marvel of television that they not only invented this                 
game, but also made it work. There are multiple scenes of MINDGAME being played, and               
they’re both hilarious and captivating. They make it interesting, and not clunky, somehow             
natural. Like, I could believe that someone could play this game on our world. I’d also watch it,                  
too. 

This is all ignoring the real star of this hour— Arturo. Once Arturo digs a little deeper into                  
his shady double’s divorce proceedings, he finds that he knows who his double’s wife is. It turns                 
out it’s a double of his own wife, who died incredibly young from an aneurysm. Motivated by the                  
sealed wound reopened, Arturo breaks all his rules about non-interference and ”‘this isn’t our              
world, it isn’t our problem” to go try to save his slimy double’s marriage.  

It’s a darkened version of Wade’s “I’m connected to all my doubles” line from “Last               
Days.” Arturo is still so, so hurt by the death of his wife that he’ll even help out a total stranger—                     
even one he knows is a philandering pig. It’s clear to him that if he saves his double’s marriage,                   
a part of him will regain a part of his wife. The way he says after meeting her for the first time—                      
“it was my Christina, alive”— is chilling. It could seem out of character, but John Rhys-Davies                



completely sells the fact that Arturo is doing this out of a deep set pain. It’s Davies taking great                   
lengths to show that Arturo’s pompous outer shell is really formed by that pain. And again, it                 
doesn’t even work. He doesn’t succeed in repairing his double’s marriage. He only really              
succeeds at hurting himself. 

This episode is captivating enough in it’s A plot that it’s easy not to notice the slew of                  
other great moments happening in the background. It’s this episode that cements the             
Rembrandt and Wade B-Team— even if they’re way underused, their interplay this episode is              
incredible. Take the bar scene, where it’s revealed that Remmy bet against Quinn without              
understanding how MINDGAME even works. The way Wade reacts is priceless.  

“Eggheads” is perfect because it has all of these things and more. It’s full of wonderful                
moments, but doesn’t feel overstuffed. It’s a simple idea for an alternate dimension, without              
seeming obvious. It’s easy to just list things it does right, but so far it has the best review I’ve                    
been able to give the show thus far— you have to just watch it. 

 
 

All Eyes on Him (The King is Back) 
Written by Tracy Tormé 
Directed by Vern Gillum 

Original Airdate: May 10th, 1995. 
 
 

The team finds themselves on a world where Rembrandt’s double is the            
equivalent of Elvis, thought on this world to have died years before. Contractually             
obligated televised musical hijinks (also kidnapping) ensue. 

 
Let’s stop for a second and talk about one of the show’s big problems thus far:                

Rembrandt. So far, Remmy’s been our go-to comic relief character, seemingly existing only to              
toss that wildly outdated “funny black dude” kind of stereotypical humor into the show. Cleavant               
Derricks was aware of this, telling TV Guide, “it may have been my fault. If I’d pulled back a little                    
it would have been better for the audience, for the black community, to accept.” Which is a                 
stunningly astute show of awareness that everyone writing for him seems to lack. From the               
same interview: “maybe down the road we can pull out some other aspects of this character, so                 
he won’t just be comic relief.” 

There have been moments, more and more over the course of the season, that show a                
willingness to stretch the bones of this character. Little tiny moments like the way he admits he                 
has the Q in “Fever,” or his subplot in “Last Days,” or anything that isn’t “y’all wanted exact                  
change, is that it?” Just little bits where the scripts aren’t asking him to dehumanize himself.                
Every time this happens, Cleavant Derricks is amazing. So the idea of a “Rembrandt-centric”              
episode is both exciting and nerve-wracking. This could really easily go both ways. 

And yet here we are, in an episode about Rembrandt, and the entire teaser and a decent                 
chunk of the first act is a completely unrelated mini-plot about Quinn being arrested for the                
crimes of his double and the team having to make a daring mid-courtroom slide. Now, this                
side-trip is interesting enough, so I’ll do a mini-recap. Quinn’s lawyer is trying to get him off on                  



an insanity plea, but Quinn is too proudly stubborn to accept it? Quinn, they’re going to give you                  
the death penalty because your double tagged an overpass! Swallow that “I’m not an alien” shit                
and get over yourself! So the team does a vortex-jailbreak, Arturo and Rembrandt punch some               
cops (hell yeah!), and everyone slides. It’s a pretty great sequence! It’s got jokes (the case is                 
being overseen by a double of Judge Ito), and mild stakes. It’s obvious why you couldn’t run an                  
entire episode with this plot, and serves to demonstrate one of the unique benefits of Sliders—                
you don’t have to discard every idea that can’t fill a full 45 minutes.  

I’ve gone on record before saying how much I appreciate these side-trips, how they              
expand the show for the better. But the fact that the sole minority character’s big episode                
doesn’t actually involve him for the entire episode is… not a great look? I’m on record for loving                  
episodes that start on another world, but when the cost is another scene with a character than                 
desperately needs fleshing out? It doesn’t sit as well! Surely this episode’s main plot could               
actually fill a full 45 minutes, right? 

As soon as they get out of jail, the team find themselves reenacting the beginning of A                 
Hard Day’s Night, on the run from rabid fans… of Rembrandt!? See, on this world, The King of                  
Rock and Roll isn’t Elvis Presley. 

It’s Rembrandt Brown. 
This is, frankly, the episode you have to make when you have a character whose only                

defining character trait is “I have always wanted to be famous” You have to give that character                 
the fantasy of enduring fame. To make things even more fun here: on this world, like Elvis on                  
ours, Remmy’s double died tragically, leaving fans distraught and hoping for a ressurection. So              
when Our-Remmy shows up on this world, you know the hijinks will ensue. And by hijinks, I                 
mean that adoring fans rip Remmy’s (and later the Professors!) shirt apart. The episode is               
basically set piece after set piece of “fame-is-dangerous” moments. With this, Cleavant Derricks             
nails it every time (“just because I loved it doesn’t mean I could have survived it!”)— which isn’t                  
to say the rest of the cast doesn’t ace their moments as well. Their reaction to Remmy referring                  
to the team as his “entourage” is excellent, and the same goes for Arturo’s famous “I am not Mr.                   
Pavarotti” scene, in which he angrily berates Will Sasso for referring him as his more famous                
look-alike. 

It’s interesting, too, because this is an episode where the main deviation of the              
dimension isn’t based on our history, it’s based on the show’s. Like I said, it’s an obvious story                  
to tell, but it feels a little early to tell it. Especially when this episode isn’t actually that interested                   
in telling us that much about Rembrandt. Rembrandt is mostly just the setup for a trip into a                  
kidnapping thriller. 

The action of the episode has Rembrandt abducted by an ex-Spinning Topp            
(Rembrandt’s old band, don’t you remember?), Maurice Fish (another aside— Hurley, Quinn &             
Wade’s dumb/evil computer boss, is named after Tracy Tormé’s old boss on Star Trek: The               
Next Generation, Maurice Hurley. See where this is going? Some people never know how to get                
rid of a grudge). The scenes with Maurice Fish start as a comedy. His character looks like a                  
clown, his basement is comically dingy, his main sticking point is that he wants Remmy to sign a                  
paper admitting that every Cryin’ Man song was his. But there’s a subtle escalation (made               
possible by the incredible performance from Tom Pickett) to these scenes that make them more               
legitimately unsettling as they go on. When holding up a straight razor, Fish says “I usually use                 



this for my legs, but it’ll do your neck just fine,” and it’s genuinely one of the most surprising                   
turns the show’s yet taken. By the time Maurice goes from threatening to cut Remmy’s throat to                 
immediately  doing a song & dance routine, it’s almost genuinely scary.  

This is mirrored by the way Cleavant Derricks stages his reactions: he’s mirroring the              
audience’s reaction. At first he’s laughing at how silly the whole situation is, but by the end he’s                  
panicked. But he’s also performing a subtle transformation of his character— at first, he’s              
laughing and gurning his face like the goofy, AIDS-Ribbon-wearing Remmy of the Pilot. But by               
the end he’s truly scared, and there’s no more laughing. It’s a brilliant acting choice from                
Derricks, subtly introducing the idea that the more exasperating Rembrandt is maybe more of              
an act than we previously believed. 

Of course, Rembrandt escapes, and of course, there’s a big concert blowout at the end               
of the episode. Rembrandt gets a taste of the limelight he’s always wanted. His              
faux-colonel-Tom-Parker figure, Captain Jack Brim, relays to us the setlist, and it’s as             
appropriately hilarious as Brim is terrifying in his nearly-visible dollar sign eyes: 
 

•Tears in my ‘Fro 
•Love Explosion 
•Cry Like A Man 
•Explosion of Love 
•I’m A Tear Jerk 
•Head Butt Me 
•Weeping Wall of Tears 
•Who Stole My Woman? 

 
(For the record, the fact that Rembrandt has a song called “Love Explosion” and a song                

called “Explosion of Love” is my second favorite joke on the show.) 
Rembrandt’s double (who it is revealed to have faked his death to escape the rigors of                

fame), gives Our-Remmy a deal: they’ll switch places. Our-Remmy will get his dream of              
stardom, and Alt-Remmy will get his dream of solitude. Remmy starts his big show, the wonder                
of his lifelong dream finally coming true in his eyes, but then Alt-Remmy gets wind of the                 
Million-dollars-a-song deal, and busts into Remmy’s tepid version of “Tears in my Fro” to rip it up                 
with some real rock and roll. He spoils it for Our-Remmy by announcing that he’s just another                 
Rembrandt impersonator (of which there are so many on this world), and Our-Remmy is forced               
to take the slide with his tail between his lamé-coated legs. 

Despite the too-soon-to-be-this-self-referential nature of its concept, this episode is          
genuinely a good one. But it’s not perfect. For starters, there’s Wade. Again. We still don’t know                 
anything about Wade, and there’s only one episode left in the season. Even when the news is                 
reporting on Rembrandt’s return, claiming that Quinn must be Jim Morrison and Arturo the              
Pavarotti, they flat out just don’t have a celebrity equivalent for Wade. They just ignore her.  

And despite the show going out of its way to sideline her, there are some really pleasant                 
background moments with her. Things like her checking out Quinn in a bath towel when they’re                
watching TV in the hotel room, or when Remmy decides he’s going to stay on this world                 
(something that almost every character has wanted to do at some point this season). Her               



reaction is intense and wonderfully heartfelt. And why shouldn’t it be? These four people are the                
only friends they have in the multiverse. They’re the only constants in their lives. So if one of                  
them has to leave, it changes everything. It unbalances everything in their lives. And you can                
see all of that on Wade’s face. It’s small, but wonderful. 

Another thing that holds back the episode is a casting choice. It turns out that Cleavant                
Derricks has a twin brother! Which sounds great! It’s a budget saver, it’s so easy. Except for the                  
fact that this twin brother looks and sounds nothing like Cleavant! So we have a stranger without                 
Cleavant Derricks’ face and a voice clumsily dubbed over in post. It all leads to a kind of                  
uncomfortable “they all look the same to me” vibe, since anyone in their right mind wouldn’t                
think for a second that this dude looks like Rembrandt Brown. Except the sliders, who are                
instantly “oh that is clearly our friend!” Plus, at the end of the episode, they forget to dub in                   
Cleavant’s voice, so there’s a strange man with a strange voice hanging out with them, and                
they’re still like “hey, Rembrandt!” 

The last thing that takes this episode down a peg is the fact that there’s just... no lesson.                  
Nothing is learned. Alt-Remmy tries to warn Our-Remmy about the perils of fame, but              
Our-Remmy doesn’t really listen. And at the end of the episode, Remmy gets the dream taken                
away from him (again), but there’s only time for him to be disappointed. Nothing happens to him                 
to make him say “maybe I should be grateful for how my life is today.” Even though he almost                   
got gutted by a former bandmate whose life he had inadvertently ruined (which highlights the               
uncomfortable way the episode deals with mental illness), at the end of the day, he’s no                
different than he was at the beginning of the episode. The last minute of the episode is a                  
comedy bumper of Quinn and Rembrandt serving ice cream on the next world they go to. The                 
resolution of the episode is replaced by a joke. Which is frustrating! It makes the episode even                 
emptier than it already felt.  

This show should be all about seeing your life reflected differently, and learning             
something about how all your decisions shape your life. This is especially disappointing coming              
after “Eggheads,” where it’s the driving force of the episode. Not to mention the fact that it’s                 
supposed to be an episode about Rembrandt, and yet nothing really happens to give us a                
different sense of him. His C-plot in “Last Days” did more for the character than this, and all that                   
progress is completely erased here. 

Which is all the more disturbing when you remember this is a script by the creator of the                  
show. If the person running the ship is this disinterested in character development, who else is                
there to fill that gap? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



I’m Afraid of Death (Luck of the Draw) 
Written by Jon Povill 

Directed by Les Landau 
Original Airdate: May 17th, 1995. 

 
Season One ends with the team finding what seems like the perfect            

world, free of hijinks. Wade wins a lottery that gives you whatever you want for               
the rest of your life. Quinn finds out that “the rest of your life” for a lottery winner                  
is really fucking short. 

 
 
Sliders was only given a nine episode (including the two-part Pilot) order. “Luck of the               

Draw” was always just supposed to be “Episode 8,” not some wild finale. If you read any                 
interview with someone (who isn’t John Rhys-Davies) who worked on the first season, they all               
share the same feeling of “we believe in this thing, and this thing is also our job, so let’s make it                     
happen.” The show was always a weird choice for FOX, a show existing solely on the needs to                  
pander to the growing “cult sci-fi” audience that had started to make The X-Files huge. It was a                  
left-field show that managed to draw a surprising amount of viewers. Still, despite it just being                
“another episode,” the goal going into the episode, according to writer Jon Povill, was to “hit one                 
out of the park.” And let me tell you, they fucking shot the moon. All the trepidation of the first                    
season, all those moments where the show doesn’t seem to understand itself? That all ends               
here: Sliders defines itself with this, “Luck of the Draw,” the platonic ideal.  

It starts, finally, with Wade. Wade’s decided to keep a diary of the worlds they visit,                
starting with this one. It sets the scene for the idyllic vibe of the dimension: Wade narrating the                  
wonders of the world. A paradise, where there are only half a billion people on Earth, people are                  
kind, skater bros will return your wallet, public transit is free, fruit is cheap, and you can buy birth                   
control in a can. Seriously, there’s a billboard for “BC Cola,” and it is the best joke since The                   
People’s Court. 

It’s worth pointing out the way this world is sketched in. It isn’t through bombast, there’s                
no character loudly trumpeting how amazing the world is. It’s just nice, and that’s enough to                
come off as a huge difference from our own universe. Instead of showing us a world where we                  
completely filled up the Earth, and whittled its resources to zero, we show a world where the                 
opposite has happened, where we heeded our own warnings. Where everything seems like it’s              
going to be okay. It’s the most optimistic of “what-ifs.” It’s a quiet indictment of the hurt we inflict                   
upon our own world. There’s no screaming anger at the “injustice” of a world slightly tilted from                 
our own, it’s just that skateboarder returning a lost wallet. It’s contentment. Naturally, it’s an               
appealing world to make a new home on, even before they discover a magic Lottery that just                 
seems to give you as much money as you ask it to. 

It’s the optimism that defines this episode’s magic. Even if the last third is one of tension,                 
it’s still demonstrating that a parallel world doesn’t have to automatically mean dystopia. The              
problem with Sliders is that it often comes so close to a strange accidental nationalism— that                
the American Way is the best way, and any deviation is bad. Part of that is sewn into the show’s                    
creation: the central idea comes from an article Tracy Tormé read about George Washington.              
It’s always going to side with whoever is writing it, and it leads to a strange xenophobic                 



undercurrent, a lack of tolerance for a different way. One of the reasons this episode is genius is                  
because the nationalism the sliders inherently take with them, that “our way is the best way,” is                 
exactly what ends up getting them in trouble.  

Which takes us to the other side of what makes this episode so brilliant: the pacing. It’s                 
even baked into the framing of the episode: Wade suddenly narrating about how perfect the               
world is seems off, it’s so out of the normal as to seem suspect (the guy at the end of the teaser                      
saying “may God have mercy on their souls” is heavy handed, but works to underline the break                 
between the way the team is experiencing the world and the way the world actually works.) The                 
way we wind our way up from “idyllic paradise let’s stay” to “oh shit we’re going to die” is run of                     
the mill Sliders, but the difference here is how long it takes to get there. It’s over halfway through                   
the episode before the shoe drops on what Wade winning the Lottery means: it’s population               
control, and she’s set to be euthanized in the morning. 

Now, sure, you can argue that it’s at this moment where the episode falters, where the                
“Sliders is an action show” rears its ugly head. And while sure, I don’t think the episode really                  
needed a car chase, I disagree with this idea. Part of it is in the writing, the countless amounts                   
of guns scattered over the mantlepiece that go off one by one. Outside of the ominous 90s dude                  
at the beginning saying “God have mercy” as the sliders play the Lottery, the episode telegraphs                
its twist with subtlety. The constant use of the phrase “the rest of your life” is weaponized in its                   
meaning— the sliders are unable to understand the meaning of the phrase they hear, because               
they don’t understand what it means here. Or even the “Right to Lifers,” the protest movement                
against the Lottery— they’re mentioned as background dressing when Wade first wins the             
Lottery; they’re the reason Quinn figures out what’s really going on, but it’s nearly on accident. 

And of course, there’s the absolutely brilliant scene between Arturo and the Lottery’s             
MC, where the MC says that he’s a hypocrite because he’s “afraid of death.” Arturo’s reaction to                 
this is just “I’m sorry, I don’t understand the logic here.” The two men play this well— they don’t                   
oversell the scene, keeping the tone conversational instead of foreboding. This keeps up right              
until Quinn barges in with the twist at the ready. The music in this scene is diegetic, meaning the                   
big reveal is soundtracked by the big band playing the Lottery party— Arturo’s reaction to the                
revelation is effectively soundtracked by a “Ba-Dum TSHH!” It’s a sick, smart joke that is               
absolutely brimming with confidence. 

That’s just one big moment of the episode. It’s truly running at all cylinders under the                
surface, too. Now, you’d have a really hard job of convincing anyone that this first season of                 
Sliders has had a unified ‘plot-arc,’ other than the premise of the show in general (they’re                
looking for home. Next week: they’re still looking for home). But there’s still been more and more                 
throughout these last episodes of the emotional strain of switching realities every day or so. The                
characters are starting to be fed up with it. Or if not fed up, than at least just realistic.  

Arturo was fighting (albeit like an asshole) for something he believed in in “The Weaker               
Sex,” and gave thought to staying on that world. He wanted to reinforce his pro-masculine               
message. Remmy wanted to stay on Remmy-World because of course he would, he loves              
himself and found a world where everyone loved him back. Wish fulfillment of self-actualization              
come physically true. Wade... well, I guess Wade really liked it on Hippy World? In any case,                 
Quinn has never wanted to stay anywhere. Chalk it up to guilt, or optimism, or stubbornness,                
but he always is totally adamant about getting them home, which even 9 episodes in, is starting                 



to seem like something that will never, ever happen. As he says in “Summer of Love,” it could                  
be six, six hundred, or six million parallel Earths. The more places they visit, the more it seems                  
like it’s the latter. If it were up to him, they’d slide forever if they had to. 

Because at the end of the day, Quinn would be called the leader of the group. Part of                  
this is the Real World leaking in: Jerry O’Connell is the star of the show— the first billed —the                   
“sex symbol”— the key to the demographic— the guy the network likes the show for (as much                 
as they try to put Wade in belly-shirts). In terms of how the show works in-universe, Quinn has                  
to be the leader because (and Rembrandt will back me up on this one) the adventure is all his                   
fault. He got them into this mess, and he’s really still the only person who can realistically get                  
them out of it. Quinn’s a wild mix of guilt and determination. They’ve got to get home so he can                    
forgive himself (and prove that his experiment was worth it). 

So it hurts even more that Quinn’s #1 Crush, the pluckiest slider Wade Welles, the               
happiest of the wanderers, should be so willing to give up the journey. She’s not hopeless, she’s                 
just trying to be realistic. And who can blame her, really? It’s been months since they’ve been                 
home. When you add up all the time they’ve spent on the adventure, it’s a bit of a shock to                    
realize how long they’ve been gone. For the first time, they aren’t immediately threatened in the                
first hour of being on a world. It only makes sense that they should hang on to it.  

The conversation comes after a mildly funny sequence where Quinn & Wade go horse              
riding, and Quinn bumps his head on a log. Quinn tries to make a move on Wade, and she                   
totally and immediately shuts him down. ”I thought we said we weren’t going to do this,” she                 
says, to which Quinn replies “when did we decide that?” And it’s true— they’ve never discussed                
each other so clearly before. The funny thing is, this scene is the direct result of FOX                 
intervening. The production team wanted to play around with Quinn & Wade having a romance,               
but the network wanted them to steer away from it, instead wanting the cast to freely carouse                 
with the guest stars. Now, normally I’d throw my hands up and shout “c’mon! Let the show do                  
it’s thing!” But I can’t here, because this scene with Wade more firmly saying “no” not only                 
makes more sense, it helps to build up her as a character, something the show has desperately                 
needed to do. 

This decision is Wade being smart and mature— a football fields’ length of growth from               
the girl in the pilot who “should get her head examined.” She knows full well that the relationship                  
between the four of them is the most important thing in their lives. Not only the most important,                  
but basically the only thing they have left of home. If Quinn & Wade tried to date (which,                  
honestly, how could that ever work when they always have to share a room with two older                 
dudes?), it would inevitably fall apart, and the whole group would be unbalanced. Wade knows               
that can’t happen, and it’s clearly insulting to her that it wouldn’t even occur to Quinn. So blind is                   
he in his assertion that they’ll get home that he can’t pay attention to the plain truths that Wade                   
is throwing in his face: that they might never get home, and they should start planning for that                  
possibility.  

And then there’s Rembrandt’s scenes with Julianne, a fellow Lottery winner, who is more              
than happy to die for the Lottery—in her eyes, it’s for the betterment of the world. Remmy is truly                   
heartbreaking to watch as he gets frustratedly torn apart by the fact that he just can’t understand                 
the way this universe works. He can’t wrap his mind around choosing to die. Sometimes, his                
“everything is awesome all of the time” outer shell just isn’t enough. His optimistic view on life is                  



enough for him to get through this journey. But this world, idyllic as it truly is, is too much for that                     
view. To protect this paradise, there must be sacrifice. Rembrandt can’t understand that—how             
could he?—and it devastates him. It begins as just another in the “Rembrandt gets laid and it                 
goes wrong” subplot which seems to be all the show has for him. But here it’s imbued with real                   
grief and gravitas, as Rembrandt gets hurt the hardest by the difference between meanings of               
“the rest of my life.” When Julianne says it, Rembrandt just thinks it’s creepy— that she’s gotten                 
too attached to him, even if he’s still DTF. But she’s just happy to have someone to share her                   
death with. In her eyes, Rembrandt is making the ultimate sacrifice out of love. 

Arturo has some small, powerful scenes where he solemnly contemplates this world’s            
ways. He abhors murder, but is it really murder on this world? The lottery is a thing of choice— if                    
you aren’t comfortable with “making way,” then don’t play it. The only reason that Wade’s in                
danger is because they didn’t understand what they were getting into— not because of some               
grand problem with the structure of the universe. There’s no fascistic government that’s trying to               
kill Wade, it was just an accident on her part. She breaks the law, and is going to be arrested.                    
As a scientist, and kind of just as a human, Arturo can’t help but want to agree with the ways of                     
this world. 

Quinn, of course, tries to be a hero and save everyone all the time. But at this point in                   
the show, he just isn’t equipped to do so. He’s no action hero. He’s still just a grad student                   
who’s really smart. But it’s not going to be enough. So in the final minutes of the episode, we get                    
the beginning of a huge shift in dynamic. We have the team is the most palpable sense of                  
danger they’ve been in since the pilot. Sliding has started to lose the fun, the wonder. This is                  
real. You can invent Penicillin to save the world, but you can’t escape a loaded gun pointed at                  
your head. 

Through this whole episode, Wade is becoming besotted with a fellow Lottery winner,             
Ryan. He’s fun, and loves adventure and poetry, is perfect for Wade and seems like exactly who                 
FOX wishes Quinn Mallory was. He’s the quintessential slider, and Wade wants him with them               
on the slide. Quinn’s obviously jealous, but knows he can’t stop them from taking him because it                 
would effectively be murder to leave him there. 

The tension snaps, Rembrandt is arrested by the Lottery Police, and the chase is on.               
Quinn and Arturo must rescue Remmy, Wade must hide out with the timer, which is set to go off                   
in minutes. It’s the big showy set piece of the episode, and even if it’s a little bombastic in                   
comparison to the rest of the episode, it works because it feels earned. The team unknowingly                
played with fire and this is the price. It’s funny to note that the writer, Jon Povill, didn’t want there                    
to be a Lottery Police at all— he thought it would have been better just to have the Lottery exist                    
without policing, as a monolith to the morals of the world. I see what he means, but I disagree.                   
As far as action on Sliders goes, it’s a cracker— car crashes, chases, Ryan joining the team by                  
saving Wade, a guard shoots at the team as they slide, a dog jumps through the vortex! It’s                  
exciting! 

On the other side of the void, Ryan is ecstatic. He’s excited to have made the slide— his                  
first slide!— but he’s still an outsider. Our four sliders have been doing it for so long. There’s a                   
great sense of relief that they’ve made it, but they’re still unsure of what to make of the new guy.                    
They roll their eyes at his enthusiasm, and commend themselves on another slide well done. 

Which is precisely when Quinn doubles over. 



They all run over to him, Ryan confused, and everyone else in crisis mode. Wade gets                
down next to Quinn, cradles him (always more than just “buds”), and pulls out a hand covered in                  
blood—Quinn’s blood. She shakes. 

And Wade Welles— poetry major, part-time computer saleswoman, happiest of the           
happy wanderers— watches the spin around the universe, the chance to see everything that              
could ever happen, crumble into dust between her blood-soaked fingers. And lets out the most               
blood-curdling scream of terror and anguish with every ounce of her soul. 

Cut to black. 
And that’s how we end the first season of Sliders. 


